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Abstract

This thesis aims to find a graph structure for representing XML
documents and to implement the former representation for storing
such documents. The graph structure, in fact, is the complete repre-
sentation for the XML documents; this is dued to the id/idrefattribute
which could be present inside the XML document tag.

Two different graph structures have been defined on this thesis,
they are calledmost granularandcustomizablerepresentations. The
first one is the simplest way for representing XML documents,while
the second one makes some improvements for optimizing inserting,
deleting, and querying functions.

The implementation of the former graph structures is made over
a new kind of database built specifically for storing semi-structured
data, such database is calledNeo. Neo database works only with three
primitives: node, relationship, andproperty. Such data model repre-
sents a new solution compared to the traditional relationalview.

The XML information managerimplements two different APIs
which work with the two former graph structure respectively. The first
API works with the customizable representation, while the second one
works with the customizable representation.

Some evaluations have been done over the second implemented
API, and they showed that the implemented code is free of bugsand
moreover that the customizable representation brings about some im-
provements on making queries over the stored data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Therelational databasewas popularized in the early 1980s and is today the domi-
nant data storage mechanism. A relational database is optimized for storingstruc-
tured data, which have a schema strictly defined in terms of table with columns
and rows.
Unfortunately, this kind of database doesn’t manage to manipulate a new kind of
data calledsemi-structureddata, whose are becoming very important in the last
years. These data have some structure but otherwise many irregularities. They are
used in many areas as diverse as the semantic web, bio-informatics, content man-
agement, artificial intelligence, and knowledge management.
The most common way to represent semi-structured data is theeXtensible Markup
Language (XML) [47]. This language has become the dominant standard for com-
municating data across heterogeneous systems as well as forrepresenting data in a
stable, standardized, forward-compatible and platform-neutral format.

Dued to growth of XML documents inside informatics applications, there have
been a necessity to have tools able to manage well such documents. The former
is the reason which motivated to implement a new kind of database, callednative
XML database.
Such databases have XML documents as their unit of logical storage, and they
specifically are build to manage them. They offer primitivesfor storing, deleting,
and querying every type of XML documents. There are many of such databases
implemented right now, and this number is destined to grow up, following the in-
credible increase of XML documents.
The majority of such databases represent XML documents by means of atreestruc-
ture.

However, XML documents have agraph structure dued to theid/id-ref at-
tribute, which allows to make a relationship between two or more elements on the
same document; but, unfortunately, the majority of the approaches dealing with
XML documents work representing them by atreestructure.
In the last few years, the research’s effort has been concentrate on find the best way
for representing XML documents over graph structure, and there are some research
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Introduction

papers which propose solutions to make this goal.
Mainly, two different approaches are followed by the researchers. The first one
tries to rearrange experienced solutions build for workingwith XML tree struc-
ture, while the second one tries to propose new concepts specifically thought to
work considering XML graph structure.
At the moment, however, I don’t know any implementation of storage system
works considering a graph structure for XML documents.

Moreover, there is a new kind of database built for working with the semi-
structured data, such database is calledNeo. Neo database has been built from
theWindhcompany, which is a Swedish company with its headquarters inMalmö.
Such new kind of database is entirely written in Java, and it has been built for
working with semi-structured data; it implements a data model which is totally
different to the traditional data model, which work with table, rows and columns.
Neo database works with three primitives:node, relationship, andproperty. We
will use this database for storing the XML documents.

Then, the first purpose of this thesis is to find new XML graph representation’s
solutions, which try to provide good performance on inserting, and deleting func-
tions. However, the final purpose of whichever XML database is to optimize the
querying function, but in order to do this there has to be defined a good XML doc-
ument’s representation.
In this work will be presented two different graph representations, which are called:
most granularrepresentation andcustomizablerepresentation.

The second thesis’s purpose is to implement the former XML graph represen-
tations, working with Neo database. Then, in order to make such implementation
we need to define a mapping between the XML graph representation and the primi-
tives defined on the database layer. Such mapping is defined and implemented on a
software layer called XML information manager, which is a layer of the final Neo
solution.

The Neo solution is composed by two layers: XML information manager and
Neo database.
The Neo solution is the final software applications, and it provides primitives for
working with graph representations over the Neo database hiding the primitives
offered by such database. The XML information manager dealswith provide such
new primitives.
The final implementation implements primitives for inserting and deleting XML
documents over the thought graph representations. The implementation of these is
divided in two iteration. The first iteration works with the customizable represen-
tation, and it gives a final API close to the XML:DB API [27], which is almost the
standard API for the native XML databases. The second iteration, instead, is fo-
cused on improving inserting and deleting functions. The purpose of such iteration
is to find a good way for optimize the former actions working with the customiz-
able representation.
Unfortunately, the final implementation doesn’t provide a query engine until now.
This means that, in order to make some queries over the storeddata, the Neo prim-
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itives have to be used. For sure, the query engine will be implemented in the future
inside the Neo solution.

The thesis’s schema is the following:

• Chapter 2 made an overview about the native XML databases, which mainly
provides some theoretical concepts.
Firstly, it’s given the definition of native XML database, which is followed
by the definition of two different architectures adopted from such databases.
Finally, several features and use cases belonging to nativeXML databases
are showed.
Moreover, this chapter shows a brief introduction of the most important na-
tive XML databases implemented until now. These are: Berkeley XML db,
eXist, Sedna, Tamino, xHive, Xindice.

• Chapter 3 shows five different approaches dealing to manage XML docu-
ments.
The first two proposed approaches are implemented on two existent native
XML database, precisely on eXist and Sedna. Such approachesare impor-
tant to understand how such databases work with XML documents, although
they work with a tree representation for XML documents.
The other three approaches describe some research papers about the XML
representation over graph structure. Such papers have beenreally impor-
tant to create our representation, because some of the concepts which are
described inside them, have been inherited on our solutions.

• Chapter 4 presents Neo solution. It’s important noting thatthis chapter shows
all theoretical features belonging to the Neo solution, such as the structure
layers, and especially the graph representations, which are themost granular
and thecustomizable, and finally, this chapter makes an overview about the
features belonging to Neo database. In particular, it showsthe data model
and the query model adopted by such database.

• Chapter 5 describes the project made to implement Neo solution, which
starts finding a mapping between the theoretical graph representation and the
underlying storage system (Neo database). After that, Neo solution imple-
ments two different APIs, one for every representation, which are described
showing all methods creating to graph implemented primitives.
Moreover, for the second APIs, which implements thecustomizablerepre-
sentation, there will be showed some diagram explaining theimplemented
code flow.

• Chapter 6 provides some results achieved from tests done over the customiz-
able graph representation. Two different kind of test have been done: code
test and performance test.
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The first set of test has been implemented to yield free of bugs, the imple-
mented code; all implemented primitives have been tested.
The second set of test has been made to have some performance results work-
ing with Neo solution. These test have been made on inserting, deleting, and
querying primitives.
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Chapter 2

Native XML database

In the last years, there has been a huge increase of applications, on the computer
science field, working with semi-structured data. The former data have not a fixed
structure, and therefore are difficult to store inside traditional databases, such as re-
lational databases. In fact, they can brought a lot ofnull value inside the database’s
table, this clearly makes bad performance.
Commonly, semi-structured data are represented by means ofXML documents,
which are used in a lot of fields, such as communication data across heterogeneous
systems, artificial intelligence, content management, andso on.
Therefore, there is a necessity to store such documents inside a new kind of data-
bases thought specifically for storing semi-structured data. That represents why
have been implement XML databases.
Actually, there are two different implementations of XML databases:

• XML enabled databases

• Native XML databases

The first one makes a mapping between the document’s schema toa database
schema. Afterward, it transfers data according to that mapping. Moreover, such
databases have their own data model, which could be relational, hierarchical, or
object-oriented. Therefore, they map instances of XML datamodel to instances of
their data model.
The second one, instead, uses a fixed set of structures which can store any XML
document, and use the XML data model directly.
For instance, let’s imagine how the XML document, showed on next page, could
be stored on a relational database, using XML databases.
An XML enabled database would use a set of tables designed specifically for stor-
ing presented XML document. The tables could be named order,item, customer,
and so on.
A native XML database, instead, would store a set of tables designed to store XML
documents, without thinking to a specific document. The tables could be named
element, attribute, text, and so on.
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Native XML database

In the following, all features belonging to native XML databases, and some imple-
mented native XML database will be described, rather than enabled XML database,
because the solution designed on this work is closer to native XML database more
than enabled XML database.
However, there will be done a brief introduction about some basic XML concepts,
before to go deep talking about native XML databases.

...
<order number="12345">

<customer id="543">
<name>Fantasy S.P.A.</name>
<street>Harnegatan</street>
<city>Stockholm</city>
<country>Sweden</country>

</customer>
<date>20070105</date>
<item id="1">

<part id="123">
<description>tyre</description>
<price>100</price>

</part>
<quantity>1000</quantity>

</item>
<item id="2">

<part id="456">
<description>pedal</description>
<price>80</Price>

</part>
<quantity>50</quantity>

</item>
</order>
...

XML The Extensible Markup Language (XML)[47] supports a wide variety of
applications.
The information are described from XML documents, as a set ofmarkup and text.
A markup represents a separation into a hierarchy of data. Example of markup are
container like elements, and attributes of these elements.The text can represent or
the element’s name, or an attribute’s value, or finally a simple CDATA1.
The XML document structure is hierarchical; in fact, there is a root node and inside
that is stored the whole document. The structure, after the root node, is composed
by elements, which could have some child elements, which could have some child

1Inside a CDATA could be inserted whichever text you want.
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elements, and so on.
An element is defined between a pair of tags1, as follows:

<elementName>
...

</elementName>

The first tag is called starting tag, while the second tag is called ending tag. Inside
the former tags, there could be defined some other elements, or could be inserted
text. Moreover, inside the starting tag could be inserted some attributes belonging
to the element.
If an XML documents hasn’t got any child elements and text, then the pair showed
previously could be written, as follows:

<elementName/>

The former tag represents the definition of element which hasn’t got any child
elements or text.
An element could have attributes, which are placed after theelement name on the
starting tag divided by spaces, as follows:

<elementName attribute1="" attribute2="" .../>

The definition of attribute isnameAttribute=valueAttribute. However, there are
some special key attribute names, which are, for example,ID and IDREF, which
represent the id and a reference to the former id respectively.
An example, of a fragment of XML document is provided above. In such document
could be noted the hierarchical structure, the definition ofelement’s tags, and the
attribute’s definition.

XML schema The XML documents could have associated schema, which are
languages for describing and constraining the content of these latter. XML schema
is the most used schema associated to XML documents.
The XML schema [50] language is composed by some definitions,such as element
definitions, attribute definitions, type definitions, and soon.
It’s important noting that XML schema defines only the content’s structure of XML
documents; therefore, it doesn’t store any data.
When an XML document is created, if the document has got an associated XML
schema then it has to follow the schema content’s structure.Otherwise, the XML
document will be considered invalid.
An example of schema for the previous XML document could be:

<xs:element name="order">
<xs:complexType>

1A tag represents a single entry inside an XML document. Usually, it’s expressed between two
parenthesis <>
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<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="customer" type="xs:string">

<xs:complexType>
.../...

</xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="id" type="xs:string"/>

</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
.../...

</xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="number" type="xs:string"/>

</xs:element>

The XML schema’s elements begin always with the valuexs:, and after this label is
specified the element type, which could be: element, attribute, complexType, and
so on.
Element’s attributes are defined after all child elements belonging to the specified
element.

XQuery XQuery [7] is a functional language which is used to make queries on
XML documents. Every query is an expression which must be evaluated. More-
over, expressions can be combined with other expressions tocreate new expres-
sions.
XQuery is based on the XML’s structure, and uses such structure to provide query
for the same range of data which is stored on XML.
XQuery is defined by means of XQuery 1.0 [7] and XPath 2.0 [6], which is the
parsed structure of an XML document as an ordered, labeled tree in which nodes
have identity and may be associated with simple or complex types.
XQuery can be used to query XML data that has no schema at all, or that is gov-
erned by a XML Schema [50] or by a Document Type Definition (DTD).

2.1 Database Definition

The termNative XML Database (NXD)is deceiving in many ways. In fact many
so calledNXDsaren’t really standalone databases at all, and don’t reallystore the
XML in true native form. To have a better idea of what anNXD really is, it will be
showed theNXDdefinition offered by the XML:DB Initiative [9].
Such definition says that aNative XML Database:

• Defines a (logical) model for an XML document, as opposed to the data in
that document, and stores and retrieves documents according to that model.
At a minimum, the model must include elements, attributes, PCDATA, and
document order.
Examples of such models are the XPath [6, 16] data model, the XML Infoset
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[17], and the models implied by the DOM [23] and the events in SAX 1.0
[36].

• Has an XML document as its fundamental unit of (logical) storage, just as
a relational database has a row in a table as its fundamental unit of (logical)
storage.

• Is not required to have any particular underlying physical storage model.
For example, it can be built on a relational, hierarchical, or object-oriented
database, or use a proprietary storage format such as indexed, compressed
files.

Therefore, from the former definition, it is possible to learn some main points about
theNXD.
The first part of the definition explains the model used by the database. The defini-
tion says that aNXD is specialized for storing XML data and stores all components
of the XML model intact.
It is worth noting that a givenNXDmight store more information than is contained
in the model it uses. For example, it might support queries based on the XPath data
model but store the documents as text. In this case, things like CDATA sections
and entity usage are stored in the database but not included in the model.
The second definition’s point states that the fundamental unit of storage1 in a native
XML database is an XML document. Therefore, on the NXDs, XML documents
go in and XML documents come out.
Finally, the last piece of the definition states that the underlying data storage format
is not important.

2.2 Database Architectures

On [12], Ronald Bourret gives a classification of native XML database. He says
that the architectures can be classified into two broad categories: text-basedand
model-based.

2.2.1 Text-Based Native XML Databases

Thetext-basednative XML databases store XML as atext. The text might be a file
in a file system, a BLOB in a relational database or a proprietary text format.
This kind of database usesindexes2, which allow the query engine to jump to any

1It is the lowest level of context into which a given piece of data fits, and is equivalent to a
row on a relational database. Its existence does not preclude retrieving smaller units of data, such
as document fragments or individual elements, nor does it preclude combining fragments from one
document with fragments for another document. In relational terms, this is equivalent to saying that
the existence of rows does not preclude retrieving individual column values or creating new rows
form existing rows.

2The indexes are used to increase query’s performance.
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point in a XML document and give to the database a speed to retrieving entire doc-
uments or document fragments. This is possible because the database can perform
a single index look up and retrieve the entire document or fragment in a single read.
On the contrary, reassembling a document from pieces requires multiple index look
up and multiple disk reads.
On [12] is said that the text-based native XML database are similar to the hierar-
chical database on the capacity to outperform a relational database when retrieving
and returning data according to a predefined hierarchy.
Moreover, similar to the hierarchical databases, the text-based NXDs usually en-
counter performance problems when retrieving and returning data in any other
form, such as inverting the hierarchy or portions of it.

2.2.2 Model-Based Native XML Databases

The model-basednative XML databases build an internal object model from the
document and store this model rather than storing XML documents as text.
How such model is stored depends to the database. Some databases store it in a
relational or object-oriented database. Differently, other database use a proprietary
storage format optimized for their model.
Model-based NXDs built on top of other databases usually have performance sim-
ilar to those underlying databases when retrieving documents. The reason of this
behaviour is straightforward, in fact the model-based NXDsrely to the underlying
databases to retrieve data.
On the other hand, model-based NXDs that use a proprietary storage format usu-
ally have performance similar to text-based native XML databases when retrieving
data in the order in which it is stored.
Like a text-based NXDs, the model-based NXDs usually encounter performance
problems when retrieving and returning data in any form different from which it is
stored; for instance, when inverting the hierarchy or portions of it.
It is yet not clear if the model-based NXDs are faster or slower than text-based
NXDs.

2.3 Database Features

This section numerates briefly some features common to all NXDs, such as de-
picted on [12].

XML Storage The native XML databases store XML documents as a unit and
will create a model that is closely aligned with XML or one of XML’s related tech-
nologies like the Infoset [17] or DOM [23].
The used model includes arbitrary levels of nesting and complexity, as well as com-
plete support for mixed content and semi-structured data.
Also, the model is automatically mapped by the NXD into the underlying storage
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mechanism. The mapping used will insure that the XML specificmodel of the data
is maintained. Once the data is stored you must continue to use the NXD tools if
you expect to see a useful representation of these.
For instance, if you’re using a NXD that sits on top of a relational database, ac-
cessing the data tables directly using SQL would not be as useful as you might
expect. The reason for this is simply that the data you will see is the model of the
XML document (i.e. elements and attributes) rather than thebusiness entities that
the data represents. The business entity model exists within the XML document’s
domain, not within the domain of the underlying data storagesystem. To work
with the data, you work with it as XML.

Document Collection NXDsmanage collections of documents, allowing you to
query and manipulate those documents as a set.
The concept ofcollectionplays a very similar role compared to the concept oftable
in a relational database.
However, there are some differences between the former concepts, because not
all native XML databases require a schema to be associated with a collection.
This means that you can store any XML document in the collection regardless
of schema, but you are still able to construct queries acrossall documents in the
collection.NXDsthat support this functionality are termedschema-independent.
Havingschema-independentdocument collections gives the database a lot of flex-
ibility and makes application development easier. Unfortunately, it’s a feature that
effects the risk of low data integrity. For the former reason, if one of the main
requirement is having a strong schema structure, then it is better to use aNXD that
supports schemes or find other ways to store the XML data.

Query Languages Almost all native XML databases support one or more query
languages. The most popular query languages are: XPath [6, 16] and XQuery [7].
To improve the query’s performance, NXDs support the creation of indexes on the
data stored in collections. These indexes can be used to improve the speed of query
execution dramatically.
The details of what can be indexed and how the indexes are created will vary widely
between products.

Updates and Deletes There are many techniques for updating and deleting doc-
uments on native XML databases.
For updating XML documents there are two standard languages:

• XUpdate [53], from the XML:DB Initiative, is an XML-based language. It
uses XPath [6, 16] to identify a set of nodes, then specifies whether to insert
or delete these nodes, or insert new nodes before or after them. XUpdate has
been implemented in a number of native XML databases.
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• A set of extensions of XQuery [7] has been proposed by membersof the
W3C XQuery working group.

The methods for deleting documents usually are proprietary, otherwise it can be
used a live DOM tree to specify how to modify fragments of a document.

Transaction, Locking and Concurrency All of native XML database support
transactions. However, the lock often is at the level of entire documents rather than
at the level of individual nodes. That feature makes multi-concurrency user be low.
To make high the multi-concurrency user feature, it should be implemented the lock
on node-level. The problem with such locking level is implementing it. Locking a
node sometimes means locking its parents, which in turn require locking its parents
and so on back to the root, and therefore locking the entire document. For instance,
consider a transaction that read a leaf node. If the transaction does not acquire locks
on the ancestors of the leaf node, another transaction can delete an ancestor of the
leaf node, in turn deleting the leaf node.
There are some partial solutions proposed that avoid certain behavior but they don’t
remove completely the problems.

Application Programming Interfaces Almost all native XML databases offer
programmatic APIs, which offer primitives for connecting to database, exploring
meta-data, executing queries, and retrieving results.
Usually, the results are returned as an XML string, a DOM tree[23], or a SAX
Parser [36] or XML-Reader over the returned document, but ifsome queries can
return multiple documents, then methods for iterating through the result set are
available as well.
Actually, there have been proposed two main A.P.I. for the native XML database,
as follows:

• TheXML:DB API [27] from XML:DB.org is programming language-neutral,
uses XPath [6, 16] as its query language, and is being extended to support
XQuery [7].
It has been implemented by a number of native XML databases and may
have been implemented over non-native databases as well.

• TheJSR 225[29]: XQuery API for Java (XQJ) is based on JDBC and uses
XQuery [7] as its query language.

Round-Tripping That is a very important feature of native XML database. In
fact, it is possible to round-trip XML documents, which means that you can store
an XML document in a native XML database and get thesamedocument back
again.
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That feature is important to document-centric applications1, and for many legal
and medical applications. In fact, this kind of applications treats CDATA sections,
comments and processing instructions as an integral part ofthe documents.
However, such feature is less important to data-centric applications2, which gener-
ally care only about elements, attributes, text, and hierarchical order.
All native XML databases can round-trip documents at the level of elements, at-
tributes, PCDATA, and document order. How much more they canround-trip de-
pends on the database.
As a general rule, text-based native XML databases round-trip XML documents
exactly, while model-based native XML databases round-trip XML documents at
the level of their document model. In the case of particularly minimal document
models, this means round-tripping at a level less than canonical XML.

Indexes All native XML databases support indexes as a way to increasequery
speed. There are three types of indexes:

• Value Indexes

• Structural Indexes

• Full-Text Indexes

The first one indexes both text and attribute values. For instance, a typical query
used with this kind of indexes is:

Find all elements or attributes whose value is ’Seattle’

The second one indexes the location of elements and attributes. An example of
query used with this kind of indexes is:

Find all Address attributes

Finally, the third one indexes the individual tokens in textand attribute values. An
example of a typical query used whit this kind of indexes is:

Find all documents that contain the word ’Seattle’

Most native XML databases support both value and structuralindexes. Some native
XML databases support full-text indexes.

1These applications mainly work withdocument-centricdocuments, whose are documents that
are designed for human consumption (i.e. books, email, XHTML documents, and so forth). They
are characterized by less regular or irregular structure and lots of mixed content.

2These applications mainly work withdata-centricdocuments, whose are documents that use
XML as a data transport. Data-centric documents are characterized by fairly regular structure, fine-
grained data and little or no mixed content.
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2.4 Use Cases

Native XML Databases have been designed to store especiallyXML documents.
Like the other databases, they support transactions, security, multi-user access,
query languages and so on. The only difference from these databases and the other
databases is that the internal model of a Native XML Databases is based on XML
and not something else, such as happened for the relational model.
Ronald Bourret on the [10] has proposed some use cases for thenative XML
databases. Mainly, he said that the main use cases for a native XML database
could be: storing and querying document-centric XML, data integration, working
with semi-structured data, schema evolution, long-running transaction and han-
dling large documents.

2.4.1 Storing and querying XML documents

That is the most common use case for native XML database. Manydocuments in
the real world could be stored on the NXDs, example may be contracts, scientific
papers, case law, e-forms, and so on.
Before the arrival of NXDs, they were stored from full-text engines, relational
databases, and flat files. These systems suffered for three main problems. The first
wasscalability, in fact such systems usually degrade very quickly past a fewthou-
sand of documents while the applications typically involvemillions of documents.
The second problem was thelack of structured queriesand the third was thesyn-
chronizationbetween the database and non database components.
On the other hand, a native XML database have a number of features that are useful
for working with document-centric XML.
The most important feature is the XML data model, which is flexible enough to
model documents such as XML-aware full-text searches, and structured query lan-
guages (such as XQuery). These allow documents to be stored and queried in a
single location, rather than multiple locations.
Other useful features include node-level updates (which reduce the cost of updat-
ing large documents), links, versioning, and more flexibility in handling schema
evolution than is found in relational databases.
Applications use document-centric documents in a variety of ways, whose can be
summarized in four broad categories: managing documents, finding documents,
retrieving information, and reusing content.

Managing documents Many applications need to store and retrieve documents.
For instance, a Web server might retrieve a document to display.
Managing documents for a native XML database is quite simple. Applications
either submit documents to be stored or request documents tobe retrieved; the
latter functionality uses a document ID, which is usually assigned by the user.
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Finding documents A lot of applications need to find whole documents. There
are some ways to search for a document. The least complex way to search is by
full-text searches. In native XML database, these areXML-aware. In fact, they
distinguish between content(which is searched) and markup(which is not). More
complex searches arestructured queries, which can query markup, text, or both.

Retrieving information Although documents contain useful data, they haven’t
traditionally been used as a source of data. By means of the XML and the XML
query languages that is possible.
The queries make from the documents, instead of return wholedocuments to be
read and modified, they answer questions, create reports or construct entirely new
documents.

Reusing content Reuse represents an important way to improve knowledge in
many areas. For instance, the companies that manufacture complex systems, such
as airplanes and ships, must create and maintain large amounts of documentation.

2.4.2 Data Integration

That is the second major use case for the native XML database.In fact, XML
is well-suited to data integration because of its flexible data model and machine-
neutral text format. Moreover, there are a large number of tools for converting data
from various formats to XML.
The native XML databases are used in many areas to integrate data, such as busi-
ness data, financial data, flight information, customer support, and so forth.
Trying to solve data integration with other solutions, suchas federated relational
databases, there are three main problems. The first one is that they could not model
the types of data involved (documents, semi-structured data). The second one is
that they could not handle data whose schema was unknown at design-time. Fi-
nally, the third one is that they could not handle data whose schema changed fre-
quently.
Native XML database solve the first two problems with an XML data model, which
is considerably more flexible than the relational model and can handle schema-
less data. However, native XML databases do not provide a complete solution for
schema evolution.
Data integration applications must solve a number of problems: data access, secu-
rity, change management and so on.
In the following will be showed two of these problems: queries and mapping
schemes.

Query architectures There are two query architectures for integrating data with
a native XML database:local anddistributed.
In a local query architecture, data are imported into the database as XML and
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queried locally.
In a distributed query architecture, data reside in remote sources and the query en-
gine distributes queries across those data sources. The engine then compiles results
and returns them to the application.
The main advantage of local queries is that they are faster, since no remote calls
are made. They are also simpler to optimize, and the engine issimpler to imple-
ment, as all queries are local. Their main disadvantage is that data may be stale. A
secondary problem is access control, as the local store mustenforce controls pre-
viously handled by each source.
Distributed queries have the opposite advantages and disadvantages: data is live,
but queries are slower and harder to optimize and the engine is more complex.
Which architecture to use depends on a number of factors, such as support for
distributed queries, number of data sources, update strategy, and so on.

Handling differences in schemes The biggest problem on the integration of data
is handling differences in schemes. There could be both structural differences and
semantic differences.
Structural difference means representing the same concept differently, such as a
name using one or multiple fields.
Semanticdifference means representing concepts slightly different, for instance a
price can be stored with a price in US dollar or in Euros.
As mentioned above, the native XML databases cannot resolveall the schema dif-
ferences.

2.4.3 Semi-structured data

Managing semi-structured data is the third major use case for native XML database.
Semi-structured data has some structure, but isn’t as rigidly structured as relational
data. While there is no formal definition for semi-structured data, there are some
common characteristics, as follows:

• Data can contain fields not known at design time. For example,the data
comes from a source over which the database designer has no control.

• Data is self-describing. That is, meta-data is associated with the individual
data values (as with element and attribute names in XML) rather than a group
of values of the same type (as with column names in a relational database).
Self-descriptions are used to interpret fields not known at design time.

• The same kind of data may be represented in multiple ways. Forexample, an
address might be represented by one field or by multiple fields, even within
a single set of data.

• Data may be sparse. That is, among fields known at design time,many fields
will not have values.
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The semi-structured data are used in many fields, such as biological data, financial
data, health data, laboratory data, and so on.
XML is a good way to represent semi-structured data: it does not require a schema,
it is self-describing, and it represents sparse data efficiently.
Thus, native XML databases are a good way to store semi-structured data. They
support the XML data model, they can index all fields (even those unknown at de-
sign time), they support XML query languages and XML-aware full-text searches,
and some support node-based updates.
Relational databases, on the other hand, do not handle semi-structured data well.
The main problem is that they require rigidly defined schemes. Thus, fields not
known at design time must be stored abstractly, such as with property-value pairs,
which are difficult to query. They are also difficult to changeas the schema evolves.
A secondary problem is that they do not handle sparse data efficiently: the choices
are a single table with lots ofnull values, which wastes space, or many sparsely
populated tables, which are expensive to join.

2.4.4 Schema evolution

The main advantage of native XML databases with respect to schema evolution is
the ability to store documents conforming to several different versions of a schema.
This has several advantages over relational databases, which require data to con-
form to a single schema:

• Schema can be changed without having to migrate data, as is the case for
relational databases.

• The database can handle schema changes for which there is no data migra-
tion path, such as when a new field is required and has no reasonable default.

• Data can be stored, even if conforms to an unknown version of aschema.
This means that no data is lost.

2.4.5 Long-running transactions

Long-running transactions generally require a mixture of human and machine pro-
cessing and they can take a long time, from hours to weeks. Thelong-running
transactions differ from the traditional one because no lock resources is required
for the duration of the transaction and also they use compensating transactions,
such as refunds, instead of rollback.
Native XML databases can be used in long-running transactions in a number of
capacities, as follows:

• Data stores

• Message queues

• Meta-data archives
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• Data warehouses

For the first point, thedata store, actually much of the data in long-running transac-
tions is document-centric or integrated from a variety of sources. As we have seen,
native XML databases are useful both fro storing document-centric XML and inte-
grating data.
For the second one, different from traditional message queues, NXD can perform
content-based routing and transform messages into different formats. There are no
performance problems, but however the native XML databasesare slower than the
traditional message queues due to parsing and reassemblingmessages.
The native XML databases, in addition to storing application data, are used to store
information used by the applications. For that reason, the NXDs are useful to cre-
atemeta-data archives.
Finally, the NXDs can be used as data warehouse that can be mined for information
about data or messages.

2.4.6 Handling large documents

Usually, the large documents are difficult to manipulate andquery dued to the time
it takes to parse them. This problem is solved by the native XML databases because
they parse and index a large document when they store it. After that the document
can be queried without further parsing and may even allow queries to be resolved
only by searching indexes.

2.5 Existent Native XML Databases

This section gives an overview of the most important Native XML databases whose
have been implemented. Someone of these databases is distributed open source,
while other databases are products from company.
Native XML databases presented are: Oracle Berkeley DB XML [39], eXist [37],
Sedna [22], Tamino [2, 3], X-hive [25], Xindice [42]. We choose the former im-
plemented databases, because they are the most popular and used among all the
existent native XML databases.

2.5.1 Berkeley DB XML

Berkeley DB XML is an open source native XML database built ontop of Berkeley
DB. Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of such database.
On the bottom of this picture is showed the Berkeley DB layer,which offers some
functionalities. These latter are inherited from the over-topped layer of the Berke-
ley XML DB in addition to the new features that this one gives.
The most important features that the Berkeley DB XML inherits from the underly-
ing database can be summarized, as follows:

• Storage engine.
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Figure 2.1: Architecture Berkeley DB XML

• Full ACID transactions (with the XA for distributed transactions).

• Hot Standby.

• Automatic recovery.

• On-disk data encryption with AES.

• Replication for high availability.

On the other hand, the XML database some own functionalitiessuch as an XML
parser, XML indexes, and an XQuery engine.
The XQuery engine uses a sophisticated cost-based query optimizer and supports
pre-compiled query execution with embedded variables.
Large documents can be stored intact or broken up into nodes,enabling more effi-
cient retrieval and partial document updates.
Berkeley DB XML supports flexible indexing of XML nodes, elements, attributes
and meta-data to enable the fastest, most efficient retrieval of data.
Usually, the native XML databases use collections for storing the documents, while
the Berkeley DB stores XML documents in logical grouping called containers.
Users can specify a number of properties on a per-container basis, including whether
to validate documents, whether to store documents whole or as individual nodes,
and what indexes to create (element, attribute, or meta-data).
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The schemes are specified through schema-location hints in documents rather than
being associated with the container as a whole.
Moreover, the Berkeley DB XML in addition to store XML documents, it can store
non-XML documents (in the underlying Berkeley DB data store) as well as meta-
data for XML documents. The latter take the form of user-specified property-value
pairs and can be queried as if they were child elements of the root element, al-
though they do not actually appear in stored XML documents.
In addition to support XQuery language, Berkeley DB XML supports other XML
languages, such as XPath 2.0 [6], XML Namespaces, schema validation, naming
and cross-container operations and document streaming.
However, the XQuery is the query language that is widely utilized by the Berkeley
DB XML.
Moreover, the database provides an API for updating documents that uses XQuery
to identify a set of nodes to update and allows users to make some actions. For
instance, the user could append a new child to a target node, insert a new node
before or after a target node, remove a target node, rename a target node, or change
the value of a target node.
On the Berkeley XML DB, the updates are performed at the node level.
Besides it happens with the Berkeley DB, also the Berkeley DBXML is a library
that is linked directly to applications, rather than being used in client-server mode.
It has a command-line interface as well as APIs for C++, Java,Tcl, Perl, Python,
and PHP. Third-party APIs for other languages are availableas well.

2.5.2 eXist

The database eXist [37] is a native XML database which is completely written in
Java and can be easily integrated into applications dealingwith XML in a variety
of possible scenarios.
Such database uses a proprietary data store (B+ trees and paged files) and it can be
run in three different ways, as follows:

• Standalone database server.

• Embedded database.

• Servlet engine of a Web application.

All the documents on eXist database are stored in a hierarchyof collections, which
can have child collections rather than must constraint documents to any particular
schema or document type.
The database eXist supports XQuery [7] and XPath [16, 6]. By means of the lat-
ter there is a possibility to query any combination of collections and documents.
However, eXist doesn’t hold strong data typing but it manages to provide some
extensions to XQuery, such as the execution of full text searches.
The implementation of XQuery, on that database, allows bothto make full text
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searches, call the XML:DB API [27], and to execute dynamically constructed
XQuery statements, by applying XSLT stylesheets to a node. Moreover, such
XQuery’s implementation works with HTTP [48] and works to execute arbitrary
Java methods. In addition, eXist provides partial support for XInclude [35] and
XPointer [19].
The updates are primarily supported through XUpdate, but however when eXist is
being used as an embedded database, it supports live DOM trees as well.
The XML:DB API is supported by the database, and moreover there are additional
services for preparing and executing XQuery statements, for managing users, for
managing multiple database instances, and for querying indexes. DOM and SAX
are supported for documents returned through the XML:DB API.
XML-RPC [52], a REST-style Web services API, SOAP [49] an WEBDAV [51]
can also be used to access the database.
Another important features of such database is provided by using indexes. All
element and attribute structures have indexes. By default,eXist creates full text in-
dexes over all text and attribute values, but users can turn this off for selected parts
of a document. Using an enhanced indexing scheme supports quick identification
of structural relationship between nodes. Therefore it is possible to process path
expression query only using index information.
Finally, eXist supports concurrent read/write access for multiple users, as well as
access control at both the collection and document level.
Unfortunately, it does not currently support transactions.

2.5.3 Sedna

The native XML database Sedna [22] has been developed by the MODIS team at
the Institute for System Programming of the Russian Academyof Science. The
database Sedna implements XQuery [7] and its data model exploiting techniques
developed specially for this language.
It is developed from scratch, therefore without other underlying database, which
is important to have good performance without run-time overheads for interfacing
with the data model of the underlying database system.
In the following are detailed some of the main goals that the native XML database
Sedna tries to fulfill, they are:

• Support for all traditional DBMS features.

• Efficient support for unlimited volumes of document-centric and data-centric
XML documents that may have a complex and irregular structure.

• Full support for the W3C XQuery language.

To fulfill the first task, the database has to implement a lot offeatures, such as
update and query languages, query optimization, fine-grainconcurrency control,
various indexing techniques, recovery and security.
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Figure 2.2: Sedna Architecture

Instead, to fulfill the third task, the system can be efficiently used for solving prob-
lems from different domains such as XML data querying, XML data transforma-
tions and even business logic computation (in this case XQuery is regarded as a
general-purpose functional programming language).

Architecture The architecture of Sedna DBMS is composed by the following
components:

• Governor, which is the control center of the system. All other components
register at the governor. It knows which databases and transactions are run-
ning in the system and controls them.

• Listener, which creates an instance of the Connection component for each
client and sets up the direct connection between the client and the connection
component.

• Connection, which encapsulates the client’s session. It creates an instance of
the transaction component for each begin transaction client request.

• Transaction, which encapsulates the following query execution components:

– Parser, which translates the query into its logical representation. The
logical representation is a tree of operations close to the XQuery core.
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– Optimizer, which takes the query logical representation and produces
the optimized query execution plan which is a tree of low-level opera-
tions over physical data structure.

– Executor, which interpreters the query execution plan.

• Database Manager, every instance of it encapsulates a single database and
consists of database management services that are:

– Index Manager, which keeps track of indexes built on the database.

– Buffer Manager, which is responsible for the interaction between disk
and main memory.

– Transaction Manager, which provides concurrency control facilities.

Figure 2.2 shows the architecture of Sedna database.

Concurrency The database Sedna supports multiple users concurrently access-
ing data. To solve synchronization’s problems, Sedna uses alocking protocol both
at the logical level of objects like documents and nodes and at the physical level of
pages.
To ensure stabilizability of transactions, Sedna uses a well-know strict to phase
protocol. For now, the locking granule of Sedna is the whole XML document.
That feature will be improved by the programmers of Sedna to increase the level
of concurrency on the database. The main idea to improve thisis using numbering
scheme for locking nodes and entire sub-trees of XML document.

2.5.4 Tamino

Tamino [2, 3] is a native XML Database developed by Software AG.
Such database is a suite of products built on three differentlayers:

• Core Services

• Enabling Services

• Solutions (third part applications)

Figure 2.3 shows the structure adopted by Tamino database.
Tamino implements an XML engine which uses the Data Map. Thislatter is used
to describe where the data in a given XML document is stored. By means of such
tool, the XML documents could be composed of data from multiple, heterogeneous
sources, such as the native XML data store, relational databases, and the file sys-
tem.
Moreover, Tamino may be used to perform heterogeneous joinsand updates, since
the connections to external data (made through the X-Node module) are live and
bidirectional.
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Figure 2.3: Tamino XML database structure

Tamino’s XML support includes the DOM, JDOM, SAX, and XML:DBAPIs, an
extended XPath implementation called X-Query (this is not the W3C XQuery),
full-text retrieval, processing of XML documents with server-side XSL and CSS,
and limited support for SOAP.
Tamino can store schema-less documents and can use schema information (includ-
ing a subset of XML Schemas) if it is available.

Core Services

The heart of Tamino XML Server is the server core. It comprises core services as
key features and functionality.
The core services include a native XML database, an integrated relational database,
schema services, security, administration tools, and Tamino X-Tension, a service
that allows users to write extensions that customize serverfunctionality.
Below, there will be described some of the most important services offered by the
core servicesdatabase’s layer.
Moreover, on the bottom layer of Figure 2.3 are showed these principal blocks that
built the core service layer.

Storage Service The storage service stores the XML in his native format. Storing
XML documents in this direct way allows to improve the database’s performance
in handling XML documents because it is not necessary to convert data in other
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data structures.
Furthermore, it is possible to store on the database non-XMLformats, such a
graphics, videos and so on.

X-Query Service That service provides a very powerful mechanism for querying
XML documents. Currently, there is no standard query XML language to handle
of multiple XML documents at the same time. Tamino’s X-Queryimplementation
has extended XPath [16, 6] semantics to handle this kind of query. In fact, if a
query returns more than one document, the concatenation of these results is not a
well-formed XML document, because latter must have exactlyone root. Therefore,
Tamino wraps the result set in an artificial root element.

XML Schema Service Such service supports the W3C XML Schema. Tamino
is flexible to handle several kinds of XML documents. It supports both the storage
of well-formed XML (without an explicit schema definition) and valid XML (with
an explicit schema definition).
Tamino uses collections to store the documents; within a collection, several doc-
ument types can be declared. For each type can be defined a common schema
and Tamino, for each document stored, assigns one of these document types (the
assignment is based on the root element type of a document).

Other Services Above, there have been detailed some of the most important
services offered by the Taminocore services.
However, the database offers other services, such as:

• Full-Text Retrieval Service, allows Tamino to support full-text search over
the content of attributes and elements.

• Extension Service, gives the possibility to can add any plug-in to the standard
Tamino configuration.

Enabling services

On the middle layer of Figure 2.3, it is possible to see the services offered by this
layer. The services provide by this layer are:

• X-Node Service, provides good access to the external not-XML data.

• Integration Service, unlocks and externalizes business assets from legacy
systems via server extensions and integration technology.

• UDDI Service, predisposes Tamino to serve as either a public or private
UDDI registry.

• EJB Service, provides an interface between Tamino XML Server and major
application EJB servers.
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Figure 2.4: X-Hive database architecture

• Synchronization Service, provides a mechanism to synchronize the XML
content on database and a remote mobile device (such as PDAs,laptop).

• X-Application Service, is a set of JSP tags for accessing Tamino through Web
pages.

• WebDAV[51], allows Tamino to serve as a virtual file system, it meansthat
the information can be stored and retrieved using a standardWeb browser.
Furthermore the WebDAV server keeps namespace management,additional
properties and overwrite protection to the existing TaminoXML Server func-
tionality.

Solutions

The open standards-based architecture of Tamino XML Servermakes it easy to add
new enabling services. These services can be provided by some companies, from
the same Software AG company to even open-source development efforts.

2.5.5 X-Hive

X-Hive native XML database is produced by the X-Hive Corporation. The archi-
tecture of that native XML database is showed on Figure 2.4.
Such database includes support for XQuery, XPath, XML Schemas, DOM Level
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3, XSLT, and XSL-FO.
Moreover, it supports transactions, access control both for the user and for the
group level, JAAS (Java Authentication and Authorization Service), replication,
load balancing across multiple servers, and BLOB storage.
There are other additional features, as follows:

• Indexes. The database supports element name, value, full-text indexes and
custom indexes. The full-text indexes use a proprietary indexing mechanism.
On the other hand, the custom indexes are based on a user-implemented
DOM NodeFilter.

• Linking. This is a link engine that implements XLink and XPointer. Itsup-
ports bi-directional links, link-bases, and link management.

• WebDAV. Remote clients can directly access collections and documents in
the database through WebDAV.

• External Data. The JDBC Bridge can retrieve a snapshot of relational data
through JDBC. The data is converted to XML using a table modeland can
be integrated into other documents.

• SOAP. Applications can store and retrieve documents, execute queries made
by XQuery, retrieve XML schemas, and so on through SOAP.

• Custom JSP tags. A tag library for calling X-Hive/DB through Java Server
Pages.

• J2EE Resource Adapter. An implementation of J2EE Resource Adapter al-
lows X-Hive/DB applications to use the transaction management facilities of
an EJB application server.

• Versioning. Both linear and branched versioning (multiple versions ofthe
same document) are supported.

2.5.6 Xindice

The open-source native XML databaseXindice is an effort from the Apache Soft-
ware Foundation.
Such database is written in Java and it is built to store largenumbers of small XML
documents, as well as non-XML documents.
The database can index element and attribute values and compresses documents to
save space. All the documents are stored into the hierarchy of collections and can
be queried by means of XPath.
The database updating are managed by the XUpdate language from the XML:DB
initiative. With the Xindice there is an experimental linking language that is sim-
ilar to XLinks, and allows users to replace or insert contentin an XML document
at query time.
This database supports three different APIs:
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• XML:DB API [27]

• CORBA API

• XML-RPC plug-in, which supports access from languages such as PHP, Perl.

Xindice comes with a set of command line tools for using and administering the
database, as well as complete documentation.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented a complete overview of native XML databases. In the be-
ginning, it has been done an abstract overview of all the concepts concerned to
such databases. After the overview have been presented someexistent native XML
databases, which are the most popular among all the implemented NXDs.
On next chapter, two of these native XML databases will be detailed to understand
which are the tools used to manage XML documents. Such databases areeXistand
Sedna. Both areopen sourcedatabases, and therefore a detailed overview can be
done.
The following chapter mainly presents some representationof XML documents;
two of these are the database’s representations, which represent XML documents
as a tree.
In this work, however, we are interested to represent XML documents as a graph
structure. The former is the reason which brought to presentsome interesting re-
search papers dealing with representations of XML documents over graph struc-
ture.
Such papers will describe three different approaches, which are called:

• Twig Query Processing

• Twig Patterns

• D(K)-index

Some ideas on these papers are specifically thought for XML graph representa-
tions, while other papers try to adapting idea designed to make XML tree repre-
sentations.
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Chapter 3

XML representation

This chapter presents several approaches for storing XML documents, which have
some differences on how they represent these latter.
The first two approaches treat the documents’s structure like atree. As it has been
said before, that is an incomplete representation for the XML documents, but how-
ever these approaches are important for understanding how they has been imple-
mented. The representations analyzed are those of native XML databaseseXist
[37] andSedna[22]. They are two among native XML databases actually imple-
mented (there is a presentation of those on the previous chapter).
The other three approaches consider the document’s structure like agraph. They
represent the complete structure for XML documents, however, I don’t know any
implementation of these theoretical approaches. Therefore, I present these because
they give some ideas on how to manage XML documents over graphstructure.

3.1 Numbering schemes

Numbering scheme are important tools to improve performance, both on querying
and updating native XML databases.
A numbering scheme assigns a unique identifier to each node inthe logical docu-
ment tree. Such assignment could be done traversing the document tree in many
different ways. For instance, the documents can be traversed in level-order1 or in
pre-order2 traversal.
After that, numbering scheme should provide a mechanism to quickly determine
the structural relationship between a pair of nodes, and to identify all occurrences
of such relationship in a single document or collection of documents.
Three important numbering schemes are: 3-tuple approach, XISS system, and k-
ary tree. This section shows features belonging to these schemes.

1The level-order traversalreturns the nodes in the order of their depth from the root
2Let V be the visiting node,L be transversing the left sub-tree andR be transversing the right

sub-tree. Then thepre-ordertree traversal could be done eitherVLRor VRL
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Figure 3.1: Example of 3-tuple approach

3.1.1 3-Tuple Approach

The first approach uses document id, node position and nesting depth to identify
nodes. Therefore, an element on such numbering scheme is identified by the 3-
tuple:

(document-id, start position:end position, nesting level)

The start-position and the end-position could be computed by counting the number
of word from the beginning of the document.
Using that approach, it is possible to determine theancestor-descendantrelation-
ship between a pair of nodes, as follows:

• Takes a nodex with 3-tuple(D1, S1:E1, N1).

• Takes a nodey with 3-tuple(D2, S2:E2, N2).

• x is descendantof y if and only if D1=D2, S1<S2andE2<E1.

An example of this numbering scheme is depicted in Figure 3.1. Such example
shows the result 3-tuple, which are Figured out by counting the number of words
from the beginning of the document. Therefore, for instance, the first 3-tuple be-
longing tosectiontag is equal to (1,1:23,0); the first number identifies the docu-
ment id (such number is assigned to the document, it is not computed), the second
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Figure 3.2: Example of numbering by the XISS system

pair of number represents the position of the start element tag and the end element
tag. By counting the word from the beginning, it could be proved that the start
tag is the first word in the document, while the end tag is the 23rd. Finally, the
nesting level represents how much deep the considered element is stored inside the
document, compared to the first element.

3.1.2 XISS system

The XISS system is anextended preorder numbering scheme. In fact, it tries to
overcome the limit of the preorder numbering scheme overallon the lack of flexi-
bility after some actions, such as for instance a new inserting node.
The XISS assigns a pair of numbers<order,size>to each node, such that:

1. for a tree nodey and its parentx,

• order(x) < order(y) and,

• order(y) + size(y)≤ order(x) + size(x).

2. for two sibling nodex andy,

• order(x) + size(x) < order(y),
if x is the predecessor ofy in pre-order traversal.

Theorder of a node is assigned according to apre-ordertraversal.
The size(x), instead, can be an arbitrary integer larger than the total number of
descendantsfor the current nodex.
Theancestor-descendantrelationship between two nodes x and y can be defined,
as follows:

x is ancestorof y ⇐⇒ order(x) < order(y)≤ (order(x) + size(x)).

The major benefit of this approach is that theancestor-descendantrelationship can
be determined in constant time by means of the last definition.
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Figure 3.3: Example of 2-ary tree

In addition, that approach supports document updates via node insertions or re-
movals by introducing sparse identifiers between existing nodes.
An example of a possible numeration with this numbering scheme is showed on the
Figure 3.2. In such example, it can been proved that the pair<order,size>satisfies
the rule described previously.

3.1.3 K-ary tree

The third approach models the XML document as a completek-ary tree, wherek
is equal to the maximum number of child nodes for the element on the document.
A unique node identifier is assigned to each node by traversing the tree inlevel-
order.
Figure 3.3 shows how the XML file on the top-left is modelled asa complete 2-ary
tree, because the maximum amount of child element among all the elements on the
XML document is equal to 2.
In that tree there are severalspare idsbecause the tree is assumed to be complete.
The unique identifiers in this tree have an important property: from a given identi-
fier one may easily determine the id of its parent, sibling or possible child nodes1.
However, thek-ary treestructure has its worst scenario when a single node at some

1To compute the parent node of a generic node i, it needs to compute the following formula:⌊
((i-2)/k) + 1 ⌋
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deeply structured level of the document node hierarchy has the largest number of
child nodes. In that case a large number of spare identifiers has to be inserted at
all the tree levels to satisfy the constraints. The assignedidentifiers grow very fast
even for small documents.

3.2 eXist

In section 2.5.2, we presented important features of theeXist [37] native XML
database, and a technical overview has been given as well.
This section explains much more details about this databaseworks and about it
stores the data in its inner.
Firstly, the storage system employed by such database is detailed. Such mechanism
is used to store information and to manage XML documents. Exist implements
four index files to maintain the structure among collectionsof XML documents,
elements in the same document, and so on.
Secondly, the XML indexing adopted by the eXist database will show how such
database identifies all elements stored inside the database.

3.2.1 Storage System

Currently, eXist uses four index files to store all information:

• collections.dbxmanages the collection hierarchy

• dom.dbxcollects nodes in a paged file and associates unique node identifiers
to the actual nodes

• elements.dbxindexes elements and attributes

• words.dbx keeps track of word occurrences and is used by the full text
search extensions

It’s important noting that all indexes for elements, attributes and keywords are
organized by collection and not by document. That is important for keeping the
number of inner B+-tree pages small and yields a better performance for queries
on entire collections. All indexes are based on B+-trees2.

2A B+ tree is a type of tree data structure which represents sorted data in a way that allows for
efficient insertion and removal of elements. It is a dynamic,multilevel index with maximum and
minimum bounds on the number of keys in each node. A B+ tree is avariation on a B-tree. In a B+
tree, in contrast to a B-tree, all data is saved in the leaves.Internal nodes contain only keys and tree
pointers. All leaves are at the same lowest level. Leaf nodesare also linked together as a linked list
to make range queries easy.
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Figure 3.4: XML data store organization

File collection.dbx

This index file manages the collection hierarchy and maps collection names to col-
lection objects. For improving performance, thecollection.dbxfile always stores
document descriptors with the collection they belong to.

File dom.dbx

This file is the XML data store for the eXist database. It represents the central
component of eXist’s native storage architecture. It is a single paged file in which
all documents nodes are stored according to the W3C’s Document Object Model
(DOM) [23].
On Figure 3.4 is possible to see the structure of the XML Data Store Organization
in eXist.
The data store is backed by a multi-root B+-Tree in the same file to associate the
unique identifiers of top-level elements in a given documentto the node’s storage
address in the data section. It is important to remember thatonly the top-level
elements are indexes by the B+-Tree. The access to the other node at the lower level
on the document’s node hierarchy is provided by traversing the nearest available
ancestor found in the tree.
Since nodes are stored in document order, only a single initial index look up is
required to serialize a document. The serialize of eXist will generate a stream of
SAX [36] events by sequentially walking nodes in document order, beginning at
the fragment’s root node.
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Figure 3.5: Index organization for elements and attributes

File elements.dbx

That file is used to make a mapping among the element and attribute names to
unique node identifiers. Each entry in the index consists of akey <collection-id,
name-id> and an array value containing an ordered list of document ids and node
ids, which correspond to elements and attributes matching the qualified name in
the key.
In the Figure 3.5 is possible to see the index organization for the other components
of a document.

File words.dbx

That file corresponds to aninverted index. The inverted index represents a common
data structure and is typically used to associate a word or phrase with the set of
documents in which it has been found and the exact position where it occurred.
In eXist this kind of behavior is different, in fact instead of storing the word position
eXist uses the unique identifiers to keep track of word occurrences.

3.2.2 XML indexing

The XML indexing on the eXist database is provided by a numbering scheme.
The numbering scheme implemented oneXistdatabase tries to improve thek-ary
tree approach, presented on section 3.1.3. It makes this task partially drop the
completeness constraints in favour of analternative numbering scheme. Moreover,
the alternative numbering scheme tries to reduce thespare identifiers, which were
present on the k-ary tree, allowing to raise the document size.
Usingalternating numbering schemedoes not affect the general properties of the
assigned level-order identifiers. From a given unique identifier, it is still possible to
compute parent, sibling and child node identifiers using theadditional information
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Figure 3.6: Example of eXist’s numbering scheme

on the number of children each node may have at every level of the tree. On the
new approach, XML documents are no longer viewed as a complete k-ary tree.
The number of children a node may have is recomputed for everylevel of the tree,
such that:

• for two nodesx andy of a tree

size(x) = size(y)=⇒ level(x) = level(y)

wheresize(n)is the number of children of a noden andlevel(m)is the length
of the path from the root node of the tree tom

Figure 3.6 shows the unique identifiers generated by thealternative numbering
schemefor the same XML document of thek-ary treeapproach.
The numbering scheme implemented on eXist accounts for the fact that typical
documents will have a larger number of nodes at some lower level of the document
tree while there are fewer elements at the top levels of the hierarchy. Therefore,
the document size limit is raised considerably to enable indexing of much larger
documents. Compared to thek-ary treeapproach, less spare identifiers have to be
inserted.
Moreover, inserting a node on a deeper level of tree has no effect on the unique
identifiers assigned to nodes at higher levels.
It is also possible to leave sparse identifiers between existing nodes to avoid a
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frequent reordering of node identifiers on later document updates.
However, the database eXist does not support a very efficientupdate mechanism.
In fact, from now, it is possible to update the documents onlyto whole. For the
former reason,eXistis best suited for static documents which are rarely updated.

3.3 Sedna

In section 2.5.3, we presented important features ofSedna[22] native XML database,
and we showed the architecture of such database as well.
This section presents several features used by such database for managing and
storing XML documents. Mainly, we will describe the data organization, which
represents the stored structure, and the XML indexing used to assign unique iden-
tifiers.
However, we start talking about two different kinds of schema, used to represent
XML documents.

Descriptive vs Perspective schema

This section shows the main differences between the descriptive schema and the
perspective schema, which both are used to represent XML documents, and the
first one is used on Sedna database.
A descriptive schemais dynamically generated from the data, therefore such schema
is build together with the parsing of XML documents. Moreover, it presents a con-
cise and accurate summary of the data.
On the other hand, theprescriptive schemais known in advance and is usually
specified in DTD or in XML schema.
Sedna uses descriptive schema instead of perspective schema, because the first one
gives the following advantages:

• Is more accurate then the prescriptive schema.

• Allows to apply storage strategy for XML documents which come with no
prescriptive schema.

3.3.1 Data Organization

The data organization of Sedna database has been implemented to be efficient for
both querying and updating functions.
Two main features are implemented for improving the speed upof query process-
ing:

• Direct pointers.

• Storage strategy based on descriptive schema.
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Figure 3.7: Example of Data Organization

Thedirect pointersare used to represent relationships between nodes of XML doc-
uments, such as child, parent and sibling relationships.
Thestorage strategyuses descriptive schema, and it consists in clustering nodes of
XML documents according to their position in the descriptive schema of the doc-
ument. Every document’s path has exactly one path in the descriptive schema, and
every descriptive schema’s path is a document’s path. Therefore, the descriptive
schema for XML documents is always a tree.
Figure 3.7 shows the descriptive schema data representation, which represents a
tree composed by schema nodes.
The storage method implemented on Sedna separates the node’s structure and the
node’s text values.
The structural part of a node reflects its relationship to other node (i.e. parent, chil-
dren, sibling nodes) and is presented in the form of node descriptor1.
The text value is the content of a text node or the value of an attribute node and so
on. The oddity of the text value is that it is of variable length.
Each schema node is labeled with an XML node name (such as element, attribute,
text, etc), and has a pointer to data blocks where nodes corresponding to the schema
node are stored. Data blocks belonging to one schema node arelinked via pointers
into a bidirectional list.

1The structure of node descriptor is presented on section 3.3.1.1
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Node descriptor in a list of blocks are partly ordered according to document order2.
On the other hand, the node descriptor within data blocks areunordered because
this reduces overheads on maintaining document order in case of updates.

3.3.1.1 Node Descriptor

A node descriptor represents the structural part of a node ina descriptive schema. It
stores all the structural relationships between the specified node and its neighbour
nodes.
The common structure of a node descriptor for all node kinds is showed on Figure
3.8. How it is showed on that picture, a node descriptor manages several fields to
be aware of the relative position of the node on the schema. These fields are label,
node handle, left sibling, right sibling, next-in-block, prev-in-block, children and
finally parent.
In the following, it will be briefly answer the features of every field maintained
from a node descriptor.

Label This field stores the unique label assigned by the numbering scheme.

Node Handle The implementation of some operations and database mechanisms
requires support for node handle that is immutable during the whole life-time of
the object and can be used to access the node efficiently. For instance, node handle
can be used to refer to the node from the index structures.
Moreover, the node handle is also necessary for the proper implementation of up-
date operations. In fact, execution of some update operations (e.g. insert node)
might lead to block splitting that in turn results in moving nodes. Therefore, point-
ers to nodes do not possess the property of immutability. Although the label of
numbering scheme is immutable and allows uniquely identifying the node, it re-
quires document tree traverse to get the node by the label.
The implementation of node handle is shown on Figure 3.8. Node handle is the
pointer to the record in the indirection table which contains the pointer to the node.

Left and right sibling These pointers represent a link to the sibling respectively
left and right of the considered node. These pointers are used to support document
order between sibling nodes.
For instance, on Figure 3.7, considering abookelement, then it has a right-sibling
calledpaper.

Next-in-Block and Prev-in-Block These pointers are used to link data block
nodes, within a schema node, to allow reconstructing document order.
For instance, on Figure 3.7, a Next-in-Block of thebookelement, which has the

2Therefore every node descriptor in the blocki precedes every node descriptor in the blockj in
document order, if and only ifi < j .
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Figure 3.8: Node descriptor’s structure

title "Foundation of database", will be thebookelement, which has the title "An
introduction to Database Systems".

Children That one could store pointers to all children of a node descriptor, but
the former behaviour may require a lot of memory, exceeding the size of the node
descriptor. To avoid that, Sedna database stores only pointers to the first children
stored on thedescriptive schema.
For instance, let’s take the Figure 3.7. In that picture thelibrary element has three
childes: two books and one paper. The Sedna database will store only the point-
ers to the first children and therefore only two children:bookandpaper. So, the
children pointers will have a link with the first book elementand the first paper
element.
To traverse all the childbook elements of the library element, it will be use the
pointer to the first book and then follow thenext-in-blockpointers.
The latter example shows how the children pointer allows to save up storage space
and to make node descriptors a fixed size.
However, there is a problem with the insertion of node in a schema which doesn’t
have the corresponding schema node. This problem is fixed by means of main-
tained the fixed size of a node descriptor only within one block by storing the
number of children pointers in the header of all blocks.
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Parent This label keeps links with the parent of the considered nodedescriptor.
However, direct pointers to the parent nodes bring some problems, for instance, on
managing and deleting functions. In fact, if a node descriptor is deleted, then all
its pointers to the parent nodes has to be deleted; if the nodeis moved all the direct
pointers have to be moved as well.
That is the reason of using anindirection table, in order to improve updating and
deleting functions. Then the parent label links to the indirection table which keeps
links to the parent node descriptor.

3.3.2 XML indexing

The numbering scheme, presented on section 3.1, assigns a unique label to each
node of an XML document according to some scheme-specific rules. The unique
labels encode information about the relative position of a node in the document.
Thus, the purpose of such scheme is to provide a mechanism to quickly determine
the structural relationship between a pair of nodes.
The Sedna database implements a numbering scheme which mainly provides two
mechanisms:

• Determine ancestor-descendant relationship

• Compare nodes by document order.

The first mechanism allows supporting query execution plansbased on document
order.
The second mechanism is used for implementing XQuery[7] operations based on
document order.
Unfortunately, there are some problems working with the numbering scheme, which,
for instance, have been presented on section 3.1. One of these problems could be
the whole reconstruction of XML document caused by inserting new node. Sedna
database tries to answer to this problem using a new numbering scheme, in place
of the scheme presented on section 3.1.
The idea behind the new numbering scheme is based on the following observation:
for any two given stringsstr1 andstr2 such that str1 < str2 (compared by lexico-
graphical order) there exists a string str such that str1 < str < str2. For example,
(str1= "abn", str2 = "ghn") => (str = "bcb") and (str1 = "ab", str2 = "ac") => (str =
"abd").
Therefore, in the Sedna numbering scheme, the label of a nodeis a pair(id, d)
whereid is a string (called prefix),d is a character (called delimiter), and the string
interval (id, id+d) (where +d denotes string concatenation) sets the range of labels
for all descendants of the given node.
Labels are assigned to the nodes of a document in such a way that the following
conditions are satisfied:
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Figure 3.9: Bibliography XML database

1. for any two nodes x and y labeled as (id1, d1) and (id2, d2) respectively,

x is ancestorof y ⇐⇒ id1 < id2 < id1+d1;

2. for any two nodes x and y labeled as (id1, d1) and (id2, d2) respectively,

x precedesy in document order⇐⇒ id1 < id2.

3.4 Twig Query Processing

This is the first approach which represents XML documents with their true under-
lying structure, and therefore by means of agraph.
The following approach is presented on [46] and it makes an efficient algorithm
which works well with a special case of graph: theDirected Acyclic Graphs (DAG)3.
That structure appears in many real world and on section 3.4.1, it’s possible to see
how to built a DAG representation of XML documents.
Moreover, the approach presented could be used to handle other directed graphs as
well, under a specified conditions.
As it has been said, XML data is self-describing and irregular, for that reason it

3A directed acyclic graph is a directed graph that contains nodirected cyclic paths. An acyclic
graph has no path that leads away from a variable only to return to that same variable.
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Figure 3.10: (a) A(k)-index, (b) Sample Query

belongs to the category ofsemi-structured data.
The absence of schema in XML has led to the employment of structural summaries,
which are derived from the data and are used in order to facilitate tasks that would
benefit from the existence of a schema, such as query formulation. By the structural
summaries is possible to make queries directly on them, instead of considering the
original data, which are potentially larger size.
The proposed languages for XML documents, such as XQuery [7]and XPath
[6, 16], consider the inherent graph-structure and lack of schema and allow query-
ing both onstructureand on simplevaluesof the documents.
The structural selection part is performed, from the formerXML language, by
means of a navigational approach. On that one, data is explored and elements are
located starting from a determined entry points. To involvethe structural part of
the queries, there have been proposed theTree Patterns Queries, also known as
TWIGS.
A TWIG involves element selections by means of a specified tree structures. On
Figure 3.9 is showed a graph representation of an XML database. In that Figure,
the solid lines represents edges between elements and sub-elements, while dashed
lines representid-ref edges.
On Figure 3.10(a) is showed a structural summaries, namely the A(k)-index, cre-
ated from the graph representation presented on Figure 3.9.
Finally, Figure 3.10(b) shows a simple query makes on the former graph, in which
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the structural part of that query is represented as a TWIG. The complete query’s
path is showed on the bottom of the Figure.
In the following will be showed the ideas to adapt theTWIG’s concepts on the
graph-structured data, namely mapping of the structural conditions to join condi-
tions.

3.4.1 Processing Twigs over Graphs

For adapting TWIG’s concept on graph structure, it needs to make a definition of
XML document’s translation using such new underlying structure. Next section
will define this latter.
After that, it will be given a tool to find any path between two nodes on the graph.
Such tool is carried out by the labelling scheme.
Finally, a brief introduction to the most important functionality of the algorithm
which is used to obtain the final results.

XML data representation

Let’s start to explain that in the XML data considered are ignored the comments,
processing instructions and name-spaces.
Then an XML database can be modeled as a directed, node-labeled graphG =
(V,E,Eref,root), where

• V, is the set of nodes, whose represent elements, values or attributes. Each
node in V is assigned a string literal label and has a unique identifier.

• E, is a set of edges, which indicate an object-sub object relation.

• Eref , is the set of reference edges.

• root, the single root element is label ROOT.

As it has been said, on Figure 3.9 is showed an example of graphG.

Labelling Scheme

In a directed graph environment, anancestor-descendantrelationship is satisfied
if there is a path between the ancestor node to the descendantnode. A labelling
scheme is used to identify the structural relationship between two graph nodes and
its goal is to find the existence of a path between two nodes within a reasonable
time. In the graph theory, this kind of problem is called thereachability.
There are some problems to solve reachability considering constraints both for the
time and for thespace. On the [46] are given two important definitions of2-hop
labelling and2-hop cover. Such definitions try to yield the time consuming and
the space consuming constant. However, although it is possible to reduce the time
to answer reasonably small, it is not constant anymore.
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The latter feature could be fixed by means of a special kind of graph namely Di-
rected Acyclic Graphs (DAG).
So, for having aconstant time, it needs to take a graph with these features:

• G = (V,E) be a planar, directed and acyclic graph with one source and one
sick.

• For each node v∈ V is assigned a label L consisting of two numbersav and
bv

• For every pair of nodesu andv ∈ V with labels (au,bu) and (av,bv) the fol-
lowing holds:u−→ v iff au < av andbu < bv.

On that graph is possible to define a2-number labeling, which is a numbering
scheme defined on [46] and used in order to give a label to everynode on the
graph.
The algorithm to embed 2-number labeling is based on two depth-first searches:

1. Left/depth-first search

2. Right/depth-first search

The first one is performed and by that one is assigned the first value of each label.
The value that is assigned to each value is the value that the counter has when a
node is popped. After the second one is performed to assign the second value on
the label, after a reinitialization of the counter. The value are assigned in the same
way as before.

Matching Algorithms

The matching algorithm presented on [46] is calledquery-to-automaton mapping
algorithm, which works to handle twig queries when the input is a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG).
It utilizes for labelling all the nodes, the 2-number labeling depicted above, and the
Finite State Machine (FSM), which is derived by the twig query, to guide pattern
matching. EitherNon Deterministic Finite Automaton (NFA)or Deterministic Fi-
nite Automaton (DFA)can be used, however the algorithm adopt theDFA solution.
The algorithm uses two stacks for making a solution:

• Run-time Stack, which maintains theDFA states and is utilized to buffer
previous states of the machine and to allow backtracking to those states,
when necessary.

• Element Stack, which is associated with each query node and is utilized
to buffer document nodes that compose intermediate results, until the final
results that contain them are formulated.
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The algorithm access the input in document order, and only elements with the
same tag as those of the query nodes are accessed. To achieve that, the document is
preprocessed1, and the elements are tag divided into sequences sorted in document
order.
The various algorithm steps are depicted on [46]. Such algorithm produces all
the path instances matching the path patterns that constitute the twig query. To
construct the twig instances, those path instances need to be combined. An efficient
way is by merging them on their common prefixes. How to do this merging can be
found on [46].

3.4.2 Twigs on general digraphs

As mentioned above, thequery-to-automaton mapping algorithm, presented on
[46], can be used for the case of generaldirected graphs. However, in this case the
relative position of two nodes is determined by the2-hop covers, as described on
[46], and access is performed by following the actual edges of the graph. Moreover,
it is necessary a table to avoid unnecessary cycles.

3.5 Twig Patterns

This second proposal is presented on [33] and its goal, like the previous approach
depicted on section 3.4, is using idea built over tree structure to perform actions
over graph structure.
Mainly, such approach takes its stand on querying function and therefore it en-
counters the problem to get a huge amount of results where only a small portion
of them has valuable information. To solve that, it builds analgorithm which tries
to decrease the number of useless answers by using two mechanisms:filtering and
ranking.
The filtering is used for eliminating semantically weak answers, while the ranking
is used for presenting the remaining answers in the order of decreasing semantic
significance.
On the other hand, this approach is based on the twig patterns, which already are
presented on section 3.4. It is important to remake a brief introduction of those in
order to understand better the new approaches.
The twig patterns are simple tree-structured queries for XML that include three
basic language elements:

• Node conditions

• Parent-child edges

• Ancestor-descendant edges

1Performed by sequentially traversing each sequence and picking, among the current elements,
the one with the smallestleft number
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By these features the twig patterns making queries with onlya limited knowledge
of the XML hierarchy such as the names of the elements and the precise data stored
under each element.
Unfortunately, the twig patterns suffer from some severe drawbacks such as the
possibility to obtain a huge amount of results after a query.
It needs to define a new language which tries to avoid bad behaviours depict above
and instead tries to meet the essential properties for facilitating querying on the
graph.
There are some features that a new language should provide. These can be sum-
marized, as follows:

• Incorporate filtering and ranking mechanisms.

• Retain the simplicity and efficiency of twig patterns.

• Treat weights, whose are present on the nodes and edges of XMLgraph, in
a new mode. In particular, there should have two new aspects:

– When a user formulates a query, he/she can override and fine-tune some
of these weights.

– Weights are used not just for ranking, but also for filtering.

• Have the ability to generate the top-k answer quickly, according to a wide
range of ranking functions. In particular, two properties are necessary for
efficiently finding the top-k answer, these are:

– The ranking function should be efficiently computable.

– It should be possible to generate the first (i.e the top answer) answer
efficiently.

• Give a good complexity results even if projections are used and duplicates
are eliminated.

3.5.1 Twig Patterns over graphs structure

In this section, it will be showed how thetwig patternswork over graph structure.
An XML graph G is represented like in Figure 3.11. Such graph is directedand
rooted. Thenodeshave labels and possibly values (on the Figure 3.11 are written
in italic). Theedgescould be of two types:element edgeandreference edge(on
the Figure 3.11, the first one are depicted by solid lines while the second one by
dotted lines).
The twig patternsT, instead, is a directed tree with two kind of edges:child edge
anddescendant edge. Every its noden has attached a unary predicate, denoted by
cond(n), that is defined over the nodes whose are on the XML graph G (depicted
above). Acond(n)can be any condition that is check-able in polynomial time.
Now, it must be defined amatch M(T,G)between the XML graph G and the twig
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Figure 3.11: Example of XML graph G for bibliography data

pattern T. Formally, a match of a twig pattern T in an XML graphG is a mapping
M between the nodes of T and the nodes of G, it’s defined as follows:

1. For each noden of T, the XML node M(n) satisfiescond(n).

2. For each child edgee = n1,n2 of T, the XML graph G has either an element
or a reference edge from M(n1) to M(n2).

3. For each descendant edgee = n1,n2 of T, the XML graph G has a directed
path (comprising edges of any type) from M(n1) to M(n2). The path must
have at least one edge, but could start and end in the same XML node, due
to cycle.

For example, let’s take the twig patterns T showed on the Figure 3.12. On such
twig T, thechild edgesare represented by a single line whereas adescendant edges
are depicted by a double line. The direction of edges is from top to bottom. The
root of the twig T can be mapped to either node 2 or 8 of the graphG, depicted in
the Figure 3.11, since there is a directed path from each of them to node 18.

3.5.2 DB-Twig

As mentioned above, when twig patterns are applied over graph structure, the user
might be overwhelmed with a large number of answers. Among these answers
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Figure 3.12: Example of twig pattern T

there will be some meaningful but others with low or without semantic value.
For example, let’s consider again the twig Pattern T on Figure 3.12. Let’s imagine
a match between that one and a large XML document. Such match could connect
some publications of an article by Smith through a very long sequence of citations,
but those answer give an example of useless answers.
A Distance-Bounding Twigs (DB-Twigs)is defined in order to avoid swamping of
answers. TheDB-Twigsis a generalization of an ordinaryTwigs Patternswith two
additional features:

• Each edge has adistance bound.

• Each descendant edge may have aweight scheme, which assigns weights to
XML nodes according to their label.

Consequently to these new features, there is a new definitionof matchbetween an
XML graph G and a DB-Twig T. Such new definition modifies the definition given
on the section 3.5.1 and it is defined as follows:

1. For each noden of T, the XML node M(n) satisfiescond(n).

2. If e = n1,n2 is a child edge of T, then there must be an edge from M(n1) to
M(n2) that has a weight of no more thandb(e).

3. If e = n1,n2 is a descendant edge of T, then there must be a path from M(n1)
to M(n2) that has a weight of no more thandb(e)

The new approach, based on the DB-Twig, uses bothfiltering andranking in order
to achieve meaningful answers. Thefiltering excludes matches that are not likely to
be meaningful answers, while theranking is used to produce answers in the order
of decreasing significance.
In the following sections will be given more details about these two mechanism.
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Filtering

A simple way to discard the useless matches is by specifyingupper boundson the
length of paths that correspond todescendant edges. To do this, the weights are
defined both on the nodes and on the edges of the graphs. These weights will be
used in therankingas well.
There are many solutions to assign the weights both on the nodes and on the edge.
For example, the node’s weight can indicate the importance of a node or the edge’s
weight can indicate the strength of the semantic given from that edge.
The weight of a nodev is denoted byw(v) and the weight of an edgee is denoted
by w(e). These numbers are non negative and the weight of a path is thesum of the
weights of all the edges and all the interior nodes.

Ranking

How it has been said, the DB-Twigs eliminates matches that donot satisfy the
distance bounds.
A ranking functionρ defines a numerical value, denoted byρ(M,T,G), where M is
a match of a DB-Twig T in a XML graph G.
The valueρ(M,T,G) determines the quality of M. The matches should be presented
to the user inranked order, which means that ifρ(M1,T,G) > ρ(M2,T,G) thenM1

should appear beforeM2.
There are some other ranking functions depicted on [33]; every functions have got
the own meaning in terms of quality and in terms of accuracy.

DB-Twig Queries

A DB-Twig queryis a triple Q = <T,p,ρ>, such that T is a DB-Twig, p is a projection
sequence1 andρ is a ranking function.
To compute a DB-Twig queries, these steps must be made:

1. Compute M(T,Q).

2. Sort M(T,Q) according toρ and letM1, ...,Mn be the resulting sequence.

3. Apply projection to obtain the sequenceπp(M1),...,πp(Mn).

4. Remove duplicates fromπp(M1),...,πp(Mn), i.e., delete entryπp(Mi), such
thatπp(Mi) = πp(M j) for some j < i.

3.6 Adaptive Structural Summary: D(K)-Index

Thestructural summariesare directly derived from data and have been proposed
to facilitate queries over semi-structured data. In the last years, there have been

1The projection operator is used to get a subset of the nodes ofT. If that operator is used on a
match M of T, then is indicate such asΠp(M)
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presented some different structural summaries and a few of these will be described
below. After this introduction about the previous summaries, it will be presented
the new one presented on [15].
The first three summaries presented are: theStrong Data-Guide[20], the1-index
[38] and theA(k)-index[31]. This brief introduction talks about previous works in
order to understand the improvement brought about the new one calledD(x)-index.
The Strong Data-Guide[20] of a graph is computed by interpreting it as a non-
deterministic automation and obtaining an equivalent deterministic automation.
Thus, the path expression withk nodes is evaluated by matching a sequence of
exactlyk nodes. That behaviour can bring, in the worst case, an exponential num-
ber of index nodes dued to possibility that a data node may appear in extends of
more that one index node. For this reason, the strong Data-Guide is inappropriate
for complex graph-structured data.
The other two structural summaries are based on the notion ofbi-similarity [24,
40]. Two nodes arebi-similar if all label paths into them are the same. The struc-
tural summaries consist of the collection of equivalence classes. Nodes in each
equivalence class are bi-similar.
The1-index[38] is a structural summary which consider incoming paths up to the
root of the whole graph. That one issafeand sound2. The label-matching can
be found directly on the index graph without considering theoriginal data graph.
However, the1-index Structural Summariesare usually quite large and are consid-
ered not efficient enough to speed up the evaluation.
TheA(k)-index[31] relaxes the equivalence conditions and considers onlyincom-
ing paths whose lengths are no longer thank. It has been demonstrated that the
A(k)-indexreduces the index size, but it becomes only approximate for paths longer
thank. Therefore, a validation process was introduced to extractright answers from
approximate index graphs. However the validation process is very inefficient be-
cause it requires traversing the source data.
The performance of theA(k)-indexlargely depends on how to choose the parameter
k. In fact, if k is large then the resulting index graph tends to remain large; oth-
erwise, ifk is small the index graph’s size can be substantially reduced, but more
queries should involve validation process which is very inefficient how it has been
said before.
After this brief overview of some structural summaries, it will be depicted how the
new one is built and how this new one improving performance compared with the
showed approaches.

3.6.1 Introduction

The D(k)-index [15] changes some concepts which be present in the other ap-
proaches mentioned above.
The main difference ofD(k)-index, compared with theStrong Data Guide, the1-

2The meaning of these will be explained later on this chapter
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indexand theA(k)-index, is the possibility of consider different structures of the
same graph.
This approach begins to retain that not all structures haveequivalence significance,
how it was for example in the A(k)-index. In fact, some nodes in one graph could
be onlytraversingnodes, which aid in label path matching, but are never returned
by queries. For that reason, there is no gain in refining indexequivalence classes
consisting oftraversingnodes. Instead, for thequerying nodes, which should be
returned by query processing, the complexity of their structures that matters in
query processing could be differ. Depending on the actual query load, some type
of nodes could be accessed using short paths most of the time;the other type of
nodes may be frequently queried by long paths.
The other previous presented summaries fail to adjust theirindex graphs according
to different structure complexity of the equivalence classes required by the query
load; that is due to theirstaticnature.
Otherwise, theD(x)-index, which is anadaptivestructural summary for graph-
structured data, can be tuned efficiently for specific query loads to achieve reduced
index size and improved performance.
The inherent dynamism of theD(x)-indexalso results in efficient update operations,
which are crucial to any practical application of structural summaries.

3.6.2 Environmental concepts

In this section will be explained some preliminary concepts, whose are used in the
following to implement the finalD(x)-index.
These concepts are the presentation of XML or other semi-structured data, the path
expression evaluation and the concept of bi-similarity.

XML or semi-structured data presentation

The XML’s presentation or the semi-structured data’s presentation is made by
means of adirectedandlabeledgraphG.
On that graph, each edge can model two kind of relationships:

• object/sub-object

• object/value

Each node, instead, has got alabel and aunique identifier. The labels can have
some values; there is a special label,ROOT, for a single root element and there are
other labels,VALUE, given to all other elements.
An example of this graph is showed on Figure 3.9. It’s possible to see the assign-
ment of the various label among the nodes. How it has been said, the root element
has theROOT label, while the other nodes have as label the value written around
the node.
On the same Figure, there can be seen two different kind of edges:
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• Relationship edge.

• Reference edge.

Therelationship edgesare represented by means of solid edges and they represent
containment relationships between nodes, such as parent-child relationship.
The reference edgesare represented by means of dashed edges and they represent
reference relationships, such asID/ID-REF.
All the edges, on the depicted graph, are treated in the same ways; therefore, all
the edge for the graph are "normal" edges.

Path and Path Expressions

A node path n1,n2, ...,np is a sequence of nodes defined on a graph G. Among
nodes of a node path, there are some edges. Therefore, there must be an edge
between nodeni andni+1, for 1≤ i ≤ p-1. A label path l1, l2, ..., lp is a sequence
of labels.
A node pathmatches alabel pathif label(ni ) = l i , for 1≤ i ≤ p.
On the other hand, alabel path, l1, l2, ..., lp, matches a noden if there is some node
paths ending in noden that matchesl1, l2, ..., lp.
A regular path expression Ris defined in the usual way in terms of sequence("."),
alternation("|"), repetition("*") and optional expression("?"), as follows:

R = ΣG|_|R.R|R|R|(R)|R?|R∗

in which the symbol _ matches anyl i in G. The regular language specified by R is
denoted by L(R). A regular path expression R matches a data graph node,n, if a
label path for some word in L(R) matched a node path ending inn.
The result of evaluating R on G is the set of nodes in G that match R.

Safe and Sound conditions

One of the most important goal of structural summaries is to prune the searching
space while evaluating path expression. The main idea to do this is to preserve data
graph’s paths in asummary graph, but with far fewer nodes and edges.
The extentis a set of data nodes on a data graph, which can be associated to a
single node on a summary graph. Theextentis the way used to prune the searching
space while evaluating path expression; in fact, it is possible to evaluate the path
expression on a summary graph instead of on the original datagraph.
Let IG be theindex graphfor a data graph G. The result of executing a path expres-
sion R onIG is the union of the extents of the index nodes inIG that match R.
Mainly, there are two conditions that the mapping from data nodes to index nodes
must satisfy, these are:

• Safe: if l1, l2, ..., lm is a label path that match nodev in G, then this one also
matches some node A inIG for which v∈ extent(A).
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• Sound: if a label pathl1, l2, ..., lm matches node A inIG, then it also matches
every data node inextent(A)in G.

The first condition guarantees that the evaluation result ofany expression R on G
is contained in the result of evaluating R on the index graphIG.
The second condition represent the converse of the first one.

Bisimulation

Existing index structures for semi-structured data or XML are based on the notion
of bi-simulation.
A bi-simulationis a binary relation denoted by≈. Let G be a data graph, then two
data nodes arebi-similar (u≈ v), if:

1. u andv have the same label.

2. if u
′
is a parent ofu, then there is a parentv

′
of v such thatu

′
≈ v

′
, and vice

versa.

Thus, two nodes on the data graph G arebi-similar, denoted asu≈b v, if there is
somebi-simulation, such thatu≈ v.
For example, on the graph in the Figure 3.9, nodes 6 and 9 are bi-similar, because
they have the same incoming path. Instead, the nodes 7 and 10 are not bi-similar
because node 10 has a parent labeledauthor, but node 7 does not have any parent
labeledauthor.
It is straightforward that if two nodes arebi-similar, the set of paths coming into
them is the same.

3.6.3 D(K)-Index

Definition

The adaptive D(k)-Index is based on local similarity and it takes irregularity of
query patterns into consideration. Different types of nodes in thedata graphmay
be queried using different query patterns. Therefore, the local similarities of dif-
ferent types of data nodes required by the query load may vary.
To achieve reduced index size and to improve evaluation performance, the D(k)-
index assigns different bi-similarity requirements to different types of data nodes
according to the query load. Let given index node, A, in an index graph,IG, then
the valuekA is obtained by mining the current query load. This means thatkA

should guarantee that the majority of query accessing A are less than or equal tokA

in length.
There is a theorem, proof on [15], that is the foundation for the correctness of the
D(k)-index as a summary structure for graph-structured data.
According with the last theorem, it is possible to say that given an index graphIG,
if for any two directly connected index nodesni → n j in IG, k(ni) ≥ k(n j)−1, in
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which k(ni ) and k(n j ) are local similarities of k(ni ) and k(n j ), respectively, then the
query result of a path expression of length s onIG, k(n1,n2, ...,ns+1), is accurate so
long as k(ns+1). The index graphIG is calledD(x)-index.
According to this definition, the 1-index graph and the A(k)-index are special cases
of the D(x)-index.
In the following, some important properties of theD(x)-indexare depicted:

• The set of label paths of length s(≤ k(ni )) into a nodeni in the D(k)-index is
the set of label paths of length s into any data node in its extent;

• The D(k)-index issafe, for instance its result on a path expression always
contains the data graph result for that query;

• The D(k)-index issoundfor a path expression P of length m,l1, l2, ..., lm+1,
if, for each matching index nodeni of P , k(ni ) ≥ m.

Construction Algorithm

In this section, it will be showed the D(k)-index construction algorithm and to do
this, it will be used the simplest index graph, thelabel split graph.
The default local similarity requirements of those labels that never appear in the
query load are set to zero. There are two requirements on the D(k)-index that must
be satisfied: the requirement by query load and the requirement by the structure.
The first kind of requirement says that for each label of the resulting D(k)-index,
all nodes in the latter with such a label have local similarity larger than or equal to
the required one.
The second kind of requirement is retailed to the structure requirement of the D(K)-
index.
For example, for two directly connected nodes,ni andn j (ni → n j ), in the label-
split index graph, if the local similarities ofni andn j specified by the query load
are 0 and 2, respectively, the local similarity ofni should be reset to 1 because the
local similarity of the parent,ni , can not be > 1 less than its childn j ’s local simi-
larity.
For that reason, it will be used a broadcast algorithm to compute the actual local
similarities of labels on the D(k)-index.
First, it needs to compute, in the index graph, the local similarities for each label
according to the query load. Assume that the result will bek1 > k2 > k3 > ... >
kt . For each local similarityki , for 1 < i < m, a list of labels with local similarity
requirementski is attached to it.
Second, beginning with the largest local similarityk1, the algorithmbroadcaststhe
local similarity requirements to all parents of labels in its list.
After the step which computes all the local similarities, now it is possible to con-
struct the D(k)-index. In fact, the D(k)-index can be built using a similar algorithm
as the A(k)-index construction algorithm.
The complete algorithm for these two steps can be found on [15].
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Performance

The D(k)-index has been compared, on the [15], with the previous structural index
A(k)-index (because the A(k)-index has been demonstrated that overcome the 1-
index).
The experimental study shows that:

1. The D(k)-index achieves the higher evaluation performance than the best
A(k)-index.

2. The update operations1 on the D(k)-index can be done more efficiently than
on the A(k)-index.

3. The D(k)-index, after a big number of update operations, can still keep its
better performance than the best A(k)-index.

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter presented some ideas on how to store XML documents. There have
been depicted ideas, which represents XML documents both over an underlying
tree structure and over an underlying graph structure.
In this work, however, we are interested to represent XML documents over graph
structure. Such representation, in fact, allows to store all features of XML docu-
ments. On doing this, we inherits some presented idea to find as better as possible
a complete solution for storing XML documents.
On the next chapter, we present our solution, which is composed by two different
representations, calledmost granularandcustomizablerepresentation.
The first one represents the simplest way to store XML documents on the graph
structure. Mainly, such representation is used to have a benchmark on inserting
function.
The second one represents a good solution for storing XML documents. Such
representation has got some properties to make advanced inserting, which are im-
portant on querying time. Moreover, such representation isimportant to satisfy
both time and space constraints.
Finally, we make a presentation of the database used for storing our representation.
The database used in this work is called Neo database.

1These operations are not explained on this section
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Chapter 4

Neo solution project

In this chapter, we propose two solutions for storing XML document using different
graph representations. These latter represent such documents over graph structure,
and try to find good ways to make this task. For building these solutions, there have
been inherited some research ideas, proposed on the articledepicted on section 3.4,
3.5, and 3.6.
The implemented solutions offer two different A.P.I.s. Thefirst one is focused on
inserting XML documents, while the second one is focused on both inserting and
deleting XML documents, inside the respective graph representations.
As underlying database to store XML documents, we use Neo database [1], which
is a new kind of database implemented specifically for storing semi-structure data.

4.1 Logical layers

The Figure 4.1 shows the thought scenario for the whole application; this includes
the final user level as well. Such scenario is useful to understand how the proposed
Neo solutionwill be used from the end user or application layer, which will not be
detailed because is not a topic treated by Neo solution.
Figure 4.1 shows that Neo solution is composed by two logicallayers, which are:

• XML information manager

• Neo database

These layers work together on making the whole application’s purposes, which are
storing and managing XML documents as better as possible.
The higher layer, called XML information manager, represent thecoreof the whole
solution. This layer offers to the higher layer several functionalities for storing
XML documents on the underlying database layer.
Moreover, it provides two different A.P.I.s to handle two different graph represen-
tations of XML documents, which are called:
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Figure 4.1: Logical layers of whole application

• Most granular representation

• Customizable representation

In this chapter will be detailed all features belonged to everyone of these repre-
sentations, while the A.P.I. implementations will be explained on chapter 5, where
moreover it will be explained the whole project implementedto build the XML
information manager layer.
The lower layer of Neo solution structure is the database layer. Neo solution uses
a new kind of XML database, called Neo database. Neo databasehas been thought
specifically to work with semi-structured data, and therefore it works perfectly with
XML documents. All the features belonged to such database, it will be detailed on
section 4.2.

4.2 Neo database

Looking at the logical layers depicted on Figure 4.1, Neo database fills the lower
place on the structure. In fact, the database layer deals with the mechanism for
storing data, and for that is placed so deep on the structure.
Neo solution needs to have primitives able to well manage semi-structured data,
for that reason it has been choose Neo database.
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Neo database is entirely written in Java, and it introduces anew way for stor-
ing data, which has been implemented to have good performance managing semi-
structured data.
In the following will be described the functionalities offered by this database.

4.2.1 Data Model

The data model details the primitives which are used for storing data. On Neo
database, such model is totally different compared to the traditional way, which
uses table, columns and rows. In place of these latter, in fact, the Neo data model
uses a new kind of primitives, which are called:nodes, relationshipandproperties.

Node A node is a single entity inside the data model, which can be connected to
other nodes via relationships, and can have properties added to it.
Each node has got its own unique node identifier, which is unique considering
the whole database structure. Such unique identifier is assigned directly from the
database.
Moreover, Neo database provides a garbage collector to avoid wasting identifiers.
This means that if a node is deleted, the unique node identifier assigned to it will
be free for another node.
The nodes are represented on Figure 4.2 by white squares, which in their inner have
a number. Such numbers are the unique identifiers, which allow to distinguish one
node from the others.

Relationship A relationship connects two nodes, and it can have properties added
to it.
Each relationship can be:

• Directed

• Undirected

A directed relationship has got one start node and one end node; differently, an
undirected relationship hasn’t got direction, therefore the nodes, belonging to such
kind of relationship, don’t have a specific role.
It’s important noting that each relationship has got atype, which is stored to differ-
entiate relationships, and therefore to give meaning to each relationship stored on
data model.
Different relationship’s types, for instance, could have different properties, or could
have same properties but with different meanings.
On Figure 4.2, each relationship has got its own type, which can be represented on
more than one relationship. The defined types on that pictureare called: KNOWS
and WORKS.
The KNOWS type represents a link between two people, who knows each other.
Instead, the WORKS type specifies the people who work for a specific company.
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Moreover, each former type has associated a property. On Figure 4.2, the property
for the relationships are showed . inside the black boxes. Wecan note that the
properties associated to the defined relationship are different, that is because the
meaning of these two relationships is different.

Property A property is akey-valuepair which can be added, as it has been said
before, both on nodes and on relationships.
The key-value pair, which builds a property, is composed by:

• Property name, which stores the key value.

• Property value, which stores the value associated with the previous key.

It’s important noting which are valid types for storing on property value field.
Neo database supports some different types, and more are added on every new
database’s version. The types supported when I’m writing this report are:

• All java primitives (int, long, float, String, ...).

• Other Neo node.

• Array or of java primitives or of Neo nodes.

On Figure 4.2, all nodes have a name property (seen in the grayboxes) and the
relationships type have their own properties.
The KNOWS relationship type has got an age property (seen in the black boxes),
which defines from how long time people knows each other.
The WORKS relationship type has got an function property (seen in the black
boxes), which specifies the people’s role inside a company.

When nodes, relationships between nodes, and properties onnodes and/or rela-
tionships are combined together, they they form anode space. A node space is a
coherent network representing a business domain data.

4.2.2 Query model

Unlike a relational database, Neo does not support declarative queries, in which
you could ask the system for what you want instead of how to navigate to it.
In database theory, Neo would be categorized as anavigational database1, which
means that you navigate from a (given or arbitrary) start node via relationships to
the nodes that match your criteria.
The query model is implemented by means of thetraversalobject. This object is
used to get information stored on the database, and the way toget information, on
the data model, is done following specified path.
The traversal is an object that encapsulates queries such as:

1Navigational databases incorporate both the network modeland hierarchical model of database
interfaces. Navigational techniques use "pointers" and "paths" to navigate among data records.
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Figure 4.2: Neo data model

• Give me all Paul’s friends and his friends’ friends...

• Does John know someone who is programmer for the first company?

The traversal’s power is how easy are expressed complex traversals. There are
six basic components of a traversal, which are: type, starting node, relationships,
direction, stop criteria, and selection criteria.

Type This parameter defines the strategy used for traversing a node space. There
have been implemented on Neo database, two different strategies which are:

• Depth-First traversal.

• Breadth-First traversal.

The first approach finds the answers going deeper and deeper inthe node space.
The second approach traverses all traversable relationships, belonging to a breadth-
level, before to go deeper.
Figure 4.3 shows a node space formed by 11 nodes. On that node space are com-
puted both the previous traversal strategy, the results of each strategy are showed
on the bottom of Figure 4.3.

Starting node This parameter specifies the starting point for a new traversal.
This one is a specific node, previously stored on Neo database.
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Figure 4.3: Example of Breadth-First and Depth-First traversal

RelationshipType This third parameter is really important for traversal object.
In fact, it defines the relationship’s types, which will be traversed, for making
queries. This means that only the specified types will be traversed by the former
object; while the other type stored on the database will be totally ignored.
For instance, considering Figure 4.2, if a traversal objectdefined as relationship
type, only KNOWS, then it browses only such relationship type.
Therefore, for instance, starting from node with name property Paul, the traversal
will return nodes calledTommy, John, andGary. It’s important noting that nei-
ther the node namedDavid nor the node namedMatthewsare considered, because
there are no KNOWS relationship type paths, which bring to these nodes from the
starting node.

Direction Each previously defined relationship type has to have an associated
direction. There are three different directions:

• DIRECTION_FORWARDS

• DIRECTION_BACKWARDS

• DIRECTION_BOTH

All these directions are Figured out from the actual node. This means that the first
direction has the actual node as starting node of the relationship. The second one,
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instead, has the actual node as ending node; while for the third one doesn’t matter
the relationship’s direction, in fact, the traversal will consider both.
It’s important noting that if the RelationshipType parameter defines three different
types, then thedirectionparameter will must be composed by three different direc-
tion. These latter are referred respectively to each type defined on the former one.
For instance, considering the data model on Figure 4.2, the node namedTommy
is the starting node for a new traverser, and this latter browses the KNOWS re-
lationship type on DIRECTION_FORWARD. Then, the traverserresults the node
namedJohn. The node namePaul will not be return because the relationship has
an opposite direction.

Stop Criteria This parameter belongs to theevaluatorobject, together with the
next one calledselection criteria. The evaluator is thecore of Neo traversal, be-
cause it allows to make advanced queries.
The stop criteria defines when the traversal object will end its search. There is one
predefined stop criteria, which allows to search on the wholedata model structure.
However, there is a possibility to customize the stop criteria.
For instance, looking Figure 4.3, the traversal could have astop criteria to level-
depth 1, then only the (1,2,5,7) node could be evaluated.

Selection criteria The second parameter, which belongs to evaluator object as
well, is called selection criteria. This one specifies the strategy adopted by the tra-
verser to distinguish between nodes, which will must belongto the query answer,
and other nodes, which will must be discarded. There is one predefined criteria,
which returns all nodes. However, as it has been said previously for the stop cri-
teria, the selection criteria could be redefined; this latter allows to render selection
criteria much more difficult.
For instance, considering Figure 4.2, a selection criteriacould be, over the KNOWS
relationship type,age > 4 years.

4.3 XML document representations

Two different representations have been thought for storing and managing XML
documents. These are called:most granularrepresentation, and thecustomizable
representation.
These one take and rearrange some research concepts depicted on section 3.4, 3.5,
and 3.6, for improving performance on inserting, querying,and deleting functions.
In the following sections, there will be showed all featuresbelonged to every rep-
resentations.
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4.3.1 Most granular representation

The most granular representation is the simplest way, in terms of speed of insertion,
for storing XML documents. The idea in back of such representation is to find a
graph structure which try to optimize as better as possible the inserting function of
XML documents. In order to target this purpose, it has been defined some specific
vertexes and edges, which will be inserted on the graph structure.
Below, there are the descriptions for the vertexes and the edges used on that repre-
sentation.
Finally, it will be presented an example of XML document representation, which
is built following the most granular representation semantic.

4.3.1.1 Vertex definitions

On the most granular graph representation, each vertex represents a specified XML
document tag, and furthermore has got some labels.
The labels, which can be assigned to the vertexes, can be summarized as follows:
reference, collection, resource, element, andattribute. The labels give semantic
values to the vertexes which they belong to.
Moreover, each label has got its own attributes. Each attribute is used for storing
information belonging to an XML document tag.
Such tags on the XML document are represented on the graph by means of ver-
texes.

Reference The reference label represents the source vertex on the graph. There-
fore, only one vertex can have this label on the whole graph. Such label has no
attribute associated with itself.
On the graph structure, the reference label is always followed by a set of collection
labels, as child vertexes.

Collection The collection labels are associated to vertexes which are container
of similar XML documents. This means that a collection symbolizes a set of XML
documents dealing with the same topic.
For instance, looking at Figure 4.4, there is ananimalcollection which deals with
every XML documents concerned to animal kingdom. Also thereis apersoncol-
lection which assume the same meaning of the animal collection, but this time
related to genus Homo.
For understanding better the collection’s concept, it can be seen like a table, talk-
ing in terms of relational database. However, there is no direct parallelism between
these two concepts, because they have some differences, butfor the our purposes,
they could be semantically compared.
On the graph structure, the collection label is always followed by a set of resource
labels, as child vertexes.
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Resource The resource labels are associated to vertexes representing the main
XML document tag (this tag contains all XML document tags in its inner).
A resource label has got two attributes:

• resource_id

• resource_type

The first one is the tag’s name stored on corresponding XML document; the sec-
ond one specifies the content type, which suggests the type used to represent the
content, which will be stored on the graph.
There are two different kind of contents, which can be definedon the resource_type
attribute:

• XML resource

• Binary resource

On the graph structure, the resource label can be followed, as child vertexes, by
a set of element labels or a set of attribute labels. The latter happens if the root
element on the represented XML document has got some attributes.

Element The element labels are associated to vertexes representingall XML doc-
ument tags stored inside XML documents (except for the main XML document tag,
represented by the former resource vertex).
The element label has got two attributes:

• element_name

• element_data

The first attribute stores the tag’s name stored on corresponding XML document;
the second one, instead, stores the text which could be placed in the inner of con-
sidered XML element.
For instance, let’s consider the XML document showed on Figure 4.5, and specif-
ically consider the XML element tag calledsongwriter. Then the former tag, on
such document, will become an element, on the graph representation. Moreover, it
will have got the element_name attribute valuesongwriter, and the element_data
valueyes.
On the graph structure, the element label can be followed, aschild vertexes, by a
set of attribute labels. The latter happens if the considered XML element has got
some attributes.

Attribute The attribute label is associated to vertexes representingattributes be-
longing to XML document tags.
This label has got two attributes:
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• attribute_name

• attribute_data

The first one stores the attribute’s name for a considering document’s element; the
second one, instead, stores the attribute’s value.
Considering the XML document on Figure 4.5, the tag namedgroup has got an
attribute calledname. This attribute will be represented on the graph by means
of a vertex, which has a label attribute. Moreover, this vertex stores as value of
attribute_name,name, and as value of attribute_data,Pearl Jam.
On the graph structure, the attribute vertexes can’t be followed from other vertexes.

4.3.1.2 Edge definitions

Each edge, on the graph structure, is oriented between two vertexes, and it hasn’t
weight associated with itself.
The direction of the edges is defined by the following rule, which gives the order
between pairs of vertexes:

Reference→ Collection→ Resource→ Element→ Attribute

It’s important noting that the relations among the vertexesare transitive; therefore,
for instance, if a resource vertex has got an attribute, thenthere will be an edge
oriented from the resource vertex to the attribute vertex.
Every edge has got a label which assigns it a semantic value. The labels will be
explained in the followin paragraphs.

HAS_COLLECTION Such edges are defined only to link the vertex, which
have the reference label, and the vertexes having collection labels.
Example of such edges are given on Figure 4.4. On that pictureare showed four
HAS_COLLECTION edges, linking the reference vertex with four different col-
lection vertexes. It’s important noting again that each collection vertex represents
a different topic. Therefore inside every collection will be stored only XML docu-
ments which have a connection to topic’s collection.

HAS_RESOURCE Such edges link collection vertexes to resource vertexes.
These edges are present on the graph only between the former two vertexes.

HAS_ELEMENT Such edges are defined between resource and element ver-
texes and they represent links to new element tags.

HAS_ATTRIBUTE Such edges represent attributes inside XML document’s tag.
The latter edges are defined between resource and attribute vertexes or between el-
ement and attribute vertexes as well.
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Figure 4.4: Example of collection’s concept

A complete example, which works with the XML document depicted on Figure
4.5, shows how XML documents are parsing, on a graph structure, following the
most granular representation semantic.
The former document can be represented by the most granular representation as is
showed on Figure 4.6.

4.3.2 Customizable representation

This graph representation is different from the previous one, because it has been
thought both to speed up inserting functions and to speed up querying functions.
Moreover, this one inherits some ideas from the research articles presented on sec-
tion 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.
The best feature of such representation is to provide different possibilities for rep-
resenting XML documents over graph structure. The former feature is provided by
means of a set ofparsing rules, which can be applied before parsing XML docu-
ments.
The set of parsing rules provides details on how to build a customizable graph rep-
resentation; moreover, these rules has been thinking to improve performance for
inserting, deleting, and querying functions, both regarding time constraints and re-
garding space constraints.
In the following of this section, it will be detailed all vertex labels and edge labels
adopted on customizable representation; after that, it will be provided an example
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Figure 4.5: music.xml

Figure 4.6: Most granular representation of music.xml
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of standard graph representation of an XML document, without using parsing rules
on it.
Finally, it will be described all parsing rules provided, and it will be showed a new
graph representation of the former XML document dealing with parsing rules.

4.3.2.1 Vertex definitions

On customizable representation, each vertex on the graph has got a label. The la-
bels give semantic values to the vertexes which they belong to, and they can be
summarized, as follows:reference, collection, element, resource, resource type.
Furthermore, each label has got its own attributes, which can be different depend-
ing to the owner label. Each attribute is used for storing information belonging to
XML document tag, which is represented by means of a vertex (and therefore a
label) over the graph.

Reference The reference label represents the source vertex on the graph, and,
consequently, there is only one vertex which has got the reference label. Such
label has no attributes associated with itself.
On the graph structure, the reference label is always followed by a set of collection
labels. Therefore, on the graph structure the label collection is always a child of
the reference label.

Collection The collection labels are associated to vertexes which plays the part
of XML document’s containers. Therefore, over the graph structure, a collection
symbolizes a set of XML documents dealing with the same topic. This means, for
instance, that all XML documents talking about the topichistorywill be stored un-
der the same collection. Therefore, each collection vertexstores the topic’s name
which itself represented.
A collection can be seen like a table, talking in terms of relational database; but
however this parallelism is only to give an idea of the meaning of collection, be-
cause between these concepts there are some differences.
On the graph structure, the collection labels are always followed, as child vertexes,
by a set of element labels and/or by a set of resource type labels.

Element The element labels are associated to vertexes representingXML docu-
ment tags, stored on XML documents.
An element label has got two attributes:

• element_name

• element_data

The first attribute stores the name of XML document tag, stored on corresponding
XML document; the second one, instead, stores the text whichcould be placed in
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the inner of considered XML element.
For instance, let’s take the following fragment of an XML document:

...
<name>Adel Sellimi</name>
...

The showed XML document tag is represented by an element vertex on the graph,
and it will have an element label, and two values,nameandAdel Sellimi, associat-
ing with element_name and element_data respectively.
Moreover, a label could have other attributes if the represented XML document
tag, on the XML document, has got any attributes. If the XML document tag pos-
sesses attributes, then they are stored under the element label. These attributes
are called by the attribute’s name presented on the XML document tag and they
have the value corresponding to the value of the attributes of the XML document
tag. Therefore, an attribute is represented by the pair "attribute name" = "attribute
value".
On the graph structure, the element label can be followed, aschild vertexes, by a
set of element labels and/or by a set of resource labels.

Resource The resource labels are associated to the vertexes on the graph, if and
only if the XML document tags, which have to be represented onthe graph, have
specific parsing rules, calledURIs rule, associated with them. If they have got
associated rules, then the former XML document tags will be represented by means
of resource vertexes; otherwise, the former XML document tags will be represented
by means of element vertexes.
For instance, let’s consider the following XML document:

<person>
<name>Robert</name>
<surname>Prosinecki</surname>

</person>

Suppose to have a URIs rule for the XML document tag calledperson; then the
former tag will be represented on the graph by a resource vertex, while the tags
nameandsurnamewill be represented by the element vertex.
However, these two vertexes seem have only a different label, but this is not true,
because they have some semantic differences considering the graph representation.
The difference between these two vertexes starts considering a research article de-
scribed on 3.6.1. This article thought that not all vertexesover a graph have same
semantic importance.
The semantic difference between the element and resource vertexes, considering
customizable representation, is that the first one represents atraversing tag, while
the second one represents aquerying tag, over the same graph representation.
The traversing tags, represented by means of element vertexes, are structural tags.
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This means that they are important to differentiate the child vertexes but they are
not important on your own.
The querying tags, represented by means of resource vertexes, are value tags.
Therefore, they keep important information on your own and they can be requested
mainly to get some information.
A resource vertex stores, on its own resource_id attribute,the URI1 belonging to
the represented XML document tag. Some details on what the URI represents on
customizable representation is showed later on the URIs parsing rules section.
Moreover, a resource vertex could have other attributes if the represented XML
document tag, stored on the XML document, has got any attributes. If the XML
document tag possesses any attributes, then they are storedunder the resource label.
These attributes are called by the attribute’s name presented on the XML document
tag and they have the value corresponding to the value of the attributes of the XML
document tag.
On the graph structure, the resource label can be followed, as child vertexes, by a
set of element labels and by a set of resource labels. Moreover, a resource label
could have resource type, presented in the following, as child vertex.

Resource type Such as described for resource vertexes, also the resource type
vertexes are presented over the graph representation, if and only if there are pars-
ing rules, calledResource Type rule, which define this kind of vertexes.
The resource type vertexes have associated with them, labels called resource type.
These new kind of vertexes are really important for improving performance over
the graph representation; in particular, they are good for searching resource ver-
texes.
A resource type represents a specified set of XML document tags. These tags ap-
pear or could appear many times on the considered XML documents.
Therefore, a resource type vertex keeps all links to resource vertexes, representing
the single tag instance appearing on the XML document.
For instance, considering thecds.xmldocument showed on Figure 4.7.
In such XML document, there should be hundreds of group tags and singer tags.
For that reason, two resource type vertexes could be called:groupandsinger. Ob-
viously, on such example, the group tags and singer tags are stored on the graph as
resource vertexes (this means, how it has been said before, that there will be a URIs
parsing rules associated with them). On the other hand, it’snot possible to define
resource type vertexes, because they keep link associations only with resource ver-
texes.
Let’s suppose to have defined both parsing rules, therefore,on the graph represen-
tation, there will be a lot of edges between the group resource type vertex and the
group resource vertexes; obviously, there will be the same between the singer re-
source type vertex and the singer resource vertexes.

1A URI(Uniform Resource Identifier) is a specified path used torepresent corresponding vertex
on the graph.
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On Figure 4.11, it is possible to see the construction of the former resource type
vertexes, and how the resource vertexes have links with them.
It is straightforward that by means of the resource type vertexes, the speed to find
a specified resource is improved.
The concept of resource type is an evolution of the concept ofstructural summary,
presented on sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6.
In fact, the structural summary requires to construct a new graph, which stores only
the structural part of a document, and makes query over this new graph, instead of
makes queries over the data graph. This involves to have to build a new graph and
therefore loss memory space.
By means of the resource type, it must not be built a new graph,the only necessary
thing to do is add one new vertex for every set of same resourcevertex, which are
considered important over the graph structure. The importance of a set of vertexes
is given, for example, by the frequency of queries which willbe done on that.
It is important noting that only the resource vertex can havea resource type; there-
fore the element vertexes, which are not important for queryfunctions, will not
have a resource type.
For instance, let’s take the graph representation depictedbefore and showed on
Figure 4.11. Let’s consider to have an XML document withn group tags andm
singer tags. A possible query would like to know the member ofa specified group.
If the graph structure doesn’t support resource type vertexes, then finding a speci-
fied group tag will require look throughn+m tags, on the worse case.
Opposite, considering a graph representation working withgroup and singer re-
source type vertexes, then finding a specified group will require to look thoughtn
tags, on the worse case.
For example, if the XML document has got n=10 group tags and m=1000 singer
tags, then on the worse case, by the first graph representation could be necessary
to look thought 1100 tags for finding the specified group; while by the second one
could be necessary look thought at most 10 tags.
In terms of memory space, the second representation will have two vertexes more
than the first one.
The resource type vertexes are always childes of collectionvertexes; moreover,
they are childes of resource vertexes.

4.3.2.2 Edge definitions

On customizable representation, the edges could be oriented or not-oriented; more-
over, they haven’t weight associated with itself.
On such representation, each edge has got a label, which assigns a semantic value
to each one.
The labels, which can be assigned to the edges, can be summarized as follows:
HAS_COLLECTION, HAS_RESOURCE, HAS_RESOURCE_TYPE,
HAS_ELEMENT, RESOURCE_OF and CUSTOM_REL.
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HAS_COLLECTION Such edges are traced on graph representation between
the reference vertex and collection vertexes.
An example of that edge is showed on Figure 4.4. On such Figurea collection
represents a topic, therefore different collections represent different topics.
The only difference between the collection vertexes, on themost granular repre-
sentation, and the collection vertexes, on the customizable representation, is the
number of child vertexes. A collection on the first representation has got only one
child, while on the new one a collection vertex can have two kind of child vertexes:
resource vertexes or element vertexes.

HAS_RESOURCE Such edges, draw by−→, can be used between three differ-
ent pairs of vertexes:

• (Collection, Resource): Collection−→ Resource.

• (Resource, Resource): Resource−→ Resource.

• (Element, Resource): Element−→ Resource.

HAS_ELEMENT Such edges, draw by−→, can be used between three different
pairs of vertexes:

• (Collection, Resource): Collection−→ Element.

• (Resource, Resource): Resource−→ Element.

• (Element, Resource): Element−→ Element.

HAS_RESOURCE_TYPE Such edges are presented on the graph if and only if
resource type vertexes are declared on parsing rules.
In fact, such edges are used to keep track of resource type vertexes, and they make
links between collection vertexes and resource type vertexes.

RESOURCE_OF Such edges are presented on the graph if and only if resource
and the corresponding resource type vertexes are declared on parsing rules.
On graph representation, these edges are used for making links between resource
vertexes and their corresponding resource type vertexes.
These edges are always oriented from a resource vertex to a resource type vertex.

CUSTOM_REL Such edges are defined by theCustom edge’s labels rule. They
are used when it is necessary to have a new named edge on the graph. Later on this
chapter will be explained how it is possible to make them.

In the following, it will be showed a complete example, whichpresents a graph
representation for the XML document, calledcds.xml, showed on Figure 4.7. The
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Figure 4.7: Example of an XML document called cds.xml

graph representation, instead, is showed on Figure 4.8.
It is important noting that, over the presented graph representation, are not applied
parsing rules. Therefore, only the vertexes and the edges which are defined regard-
less parsing rules could be used.

4.3.2.3 Parsing rules

The parsing rules are a power tool for improving the final graph representation
of XML documents, compared to the customizable representation without parsing
rules and most granular representation.
The parsing rule’s idea starts thinking about the infinite solutions which can be
represented by XML documents. In fact, a complete representation of XML docu-
ments can be done, how has been done by the previous presentedrepresentations;
however, for finding the best representation, there should be possible to manage
the XML document’s storages.
On literature, there are many different tools built to manage and to know the XML
document’s structure. They are, for example, DTD [47], XML Schema[50], and
so on. However, it is not mandatory for all XML documents to have an associated
schema. Therefore, if an XML document without schema must bestored on the
Neo solution, there should be a tool in order to do this.
The concept of parsing rules begins to think that not all XML documents have an
associated schema; and not all users want to use or learn schemes.
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Figure 4.8: Customizable representation of cds.xml without parsing rules

Figure 4.9: Parsing’s process using parsing rules
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Parsing rules are really simple to understand and they have been thought specifi-
cally to work with customizable representation.
An example of the parsing’s process by means of the parsing rules is showed on
Figure 4.9, where it is possible noting that parsing rules can be associated to a
specific XML document or to a set of semantically similar XML documents. The
parsing’s result yields a customizable representation using parsing rules.
Such representation can be defined by four different parsingrules, which are called:
theURIs rules, theresource typesrules, theignore attributesrules and finally the
custom edgesrules.
In the following, it will be showed the meaning for each one ofthese rules; at
the end, it will be showed a complete graph representation ofthe XML document,
calledcds.xml.
This new representation, how it will see, will have improvement bringing to the
use of the following rules.

URIs rule This rule allows to choose which will be the played role for a specified
XML document tag, stored on a XML document. In fact, how it hasbeen said, an
XML document tag over the graph representation can be storedby two different
labels: resource and element.
In the previous section, there have already been presented some differences be-
tween these latter two vertexes; then, by the parsing rule can be define which labels
assign to each XML document tags stored on XML documents.
To specify the URIs rule, it needs to define the URI1 which will be stored on the
resource_id attribute of resource vertex.
The URI will specify the unique id of the represented XML tag element.
There are two different values, which can be assigned to the resource_id attribute:

• Path URI

• Value URI

The path URI stores as sequence the tag element’s name, the attribute’s name and
finally the value assigned to the latter attribute. For instance, let’s take the XML
document showed on previous section, then a possible path URI for the group tag
could be:group.name.Pearl Jam. In the former path URI, the first label is the name
of the tag, the second is the name of the identifier attribute and finally the value of
that attribute.
On the other hand, a value URI specifies only the value which isstored on the
identifier attribute. For instance, following the previousexample, the value URI
will be: Pearl Jam.
On Figure 4.10(a) are showed, both for group and singer resource vertexes, the
path URI. On Figure 4.10(b), instead, are showed the value URIs for both.

1A URI(Uniform Resource Identifier) is a specified path used torepresent corresponding vertex
on the graph.
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Figure 4.10: Example of URI rules: (a) path URIs, (b) value URIs

Resource type rules The concept of resource type has already been explained on
section 4.3.2.1, and it has been showed that is very important for improving per-
formance on customizable graph representation. The resource type can be defined
by means of parsing rules; obviously, the defined resource type must be associ-
ated only with resource vertexes. Therefore, the resource vertexes, stored over the
graph structure, must have the same type of a specified resource_type to be associ-
ated with it.
As above mentioned, a resource type’s creation is brought todraw a link be-
tween the resource type vertex and the collection vertex, which will store the
XML document where the resource type is defined. This kind of edges are called
HAS_RESOURCE_TYPE.
Moreover, a resource_type can have other links with the resource vertexes; this
kind of edges are called RESOURCE_OF.
Figure 4.11 shows the creation of two resource types, group and singer, and the
creation of edges creating for working with the resource type.

Ignore attributes rule This rule allows to omit some attributes, from the final
customizable representation.
For instance, if a vertex has got an URI associated with it, then it could be removed
to store only one time the attribute associated with the URI;otherwise, by default,
an attribute could be stored two times.
The former example is only one reason for ignoring an attribute. Other reason
could be deleting obsolete attributes or attributes which are comments or are not
important for who wants to manage the data.
By this rule, it can be choose which attributes stored or deleted from the final graph
representation.
For instance, let’s consider the following fragment of XML document:
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Figure 4.11: Example of resource type rules

<catalog>
...
<group name="Led Zeppelin">

<album year="1969" number="#1256#">Led Zeppelin</album>
<album year="1969" number="#1258#">Led Zeppelin II</album>
<album year="1970" number="#1345#">Led Zeppelin III</album>

</group>
...

</catalog>

Suppose the whole XML document be taken to the CDs shop, but itwill be used to
take information only about the name and the released year. Therefore, the attribute
numbers, which represents the order number on the shop’s shelves, are not relevant
to store on new discography database. Then the new entry for the database will be
without the number attributes.

Custom edges rule The fourth rule allows to define custom edges on the cus-
tomizable representation. That feature is important, so like the resource type ver-
texes, for improving the representation’s performances. However, this feature is
defined on the edges, while the previous resource types are defined on the vertexes.
By means of this rule, it is possible to define the vertexes (start vertex and end
vertex) belonging to new edges, the name of the new edges and finally the edge’s
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Figure 4.12: Example of custom edge’s rules

direction.
The edge’s direction, assigned from the start node to the endnode, could assume
three different values:

• Direction forward

• Direction backward

• No direction

For instance, let’s consider the XML document depicted on the previous section
and suppose to create new edges, called ALBUM, when on the document there is
a group or a singer, as a start node, and there is album vertex,as end node. The
Figure 4.12 shows the former example.

On Figure 4.13, there is an example of customizable representation. Such rep-
resentation makes a parsing of the XML document showed on Figure 4.7.
For parsing such XML document, it has been taken some decision, which can be
summarized as follows:

• URI values for group and singer element tag.

• Resource Type for group and singer.
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Figure 4.13: Customizable representation of cds.xml with parsing rules

• Ignore attributes name for group and for singer element tag.

• Custom edges, called ALBUM, between group/singer element tags and al-
bum tags.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter presented all concepts pertaining to the proposed Neo solution: logi-
cal layers, graph representations, and Neo database.
The logical layers have been showed to have a main blocks viewof the whole
project. Such layers show well which is the layer takes up theXML information
manager, and which is the layer takes up the Neo database.
XML information manager is the core of the whole project. In fact, here there has
been done the work described on this report. Here, I thought about two different
representations for parsing XML documents over graph structure. Here, I imple-
mented two A.P.I.s which working with the former representations.
This chapter showed the representations as abstract concepts, without talk about
implementations. Next chapter will do this. In fact, it willpresent two A.P.I.s, and
the complete project work.
Moreover, next chapter will present all the choices done to make the former graph
representations over Neo database.
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Chapter 5

Neo solution implementation

The Neo solution’s implementation provides two different APIs, which give the
primitives for storing and deleting XML documents over two different graph rep-
resentations,most granularandcustomizable, which are implemented on the first
API and on the second API respectively.
Mainly, each API has been thought for achieving the following three steps:

1. Takes as input XML documents.

2. Makes XML document’s parsing building one graph representation storable
on Neo database.

3. Stores graph representations on Neo database.

About the first point, Neo solution implementation providesseveral different kind
of insertion of XML documents. In fact, the primitives, implemented on the first
API, could take XML documents or represented asStringor asDOM. On the other
hand, the primitives, implemented on the second API, could take only XML docu-
ments (with extension.xml). Such primitives will be presented later on this chapter.
The second step decides how the thought graph representations could be stored on
Neo database. In fact, this task deals with storing graph representations over Neo
data model. Doing that task, we need to have some tools for translating XML
graph structures using Neo database primitives. The section 5.1 explains which
tools have been used to do that. It’s important noting that there are some graph’s
differences between most granular and customizable representations, but the main
idea on how to make such task are the same; however some differences between
them will be presented as well.
Finally, the third point describes the final graph implementations on Neo database,
which will be explained on two different sections, one talking about the most gran-
ular implementation and one talking about the customizableimplementation.
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5.1 Graph representation on Neo database

There have been proposed two different graph representations, most granularand
customizable, which need to be stored on Neo database.
We know, from the previous chapter, that Neo database works with three main
primitives: nodes, relationships, andproperties.
On the other hand, a graph representation is build usingvertexes, edges, andlabels
associated to vertexes and/or edges.
Therefore, for storing graph representation, we need to make a mapping between
the primitives implemented on Neo and the operators defined on graph representa-
tion.
This section shows such mapping. First, it will be explainedthe vertex mapping
and after the edge mapping.

5.1.1 Vertex representations

On graph representations are defined some different vertexes. Each vertex plays a
different semantic role over a specific graph representation.
Unfortunately, on Neo database, all nodes have not semanticvalue; therefore, we
need to find a way to give semantic values to Neo nodes. Such wayrepresents a
fundamental step to represent graph’s vertexes as Neo node.
Let’s start thinking that each node on Neo database can have properties added to
it. These properties could be different considering other nodes. For instance, one
node could have one property calledname, and another node could have a property
calledcountry. Whichever kind of property could be assigned to Neo nodes.
Therefore, we can define some standard properties which willbe assigned to Neo
nodes, and each one of these property will give a semantic value to the Neo node
which is assigned. Then, each property will be referred to a specific set of nodes,
which have a semantic value for us.
By this way, for instance, we can define property for nodes, which will become the
representation of the resource vertex, or we can define property for nodes which
will become the representation of a collection vertex, and so forth.
So the idea used to represent vertexes, belonging to most granular and customizable
representations, on Neo database is the following:

each semantically different vertex will be represented on Neo database by means
of a node which will have got some specific properties added toit.

The table 5.1 shows, on the right column, the properties added to Neo nodes, which
for that get semantic value. In fact, on the data model, when anode has got some
properties then it assumes a specific semantic value, which is showed in the middle
column of the considered table. Finally, the left column says in which kind of
representations, most granular and/or customizable, willbe found Neo node with
such properties.
For instance, we recognize an Attribute vertex representedon Neo, when we find a
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Representation Vertex Properties

Customizable
Collection collection_name

Most Granular

Customizable
Element

element_name

Most Granular element_data

Customizable Reference ReferenceNode

Customizable Resource resource_id

Customizable ResourceType resource_type_id

Most Granular Reference
ReferenceNode

id_generator

Most Granular Attribute
attribute_name

attribute_data

Most Granular Resource
resource_id

resource_type

Table 5.1: Mapping between graph vertexes and Neo nodes

Neo node which has got two properties with it. One calledattribute_nameand the
other one calledattribute_data. It’s important noting that the Reference vertex
is represented by ReferenceNode in both representations. This is because Neo
database implements its own reference node, which is uniqueinside the database
and is the source for all the other nodes. Therefore, such node has already got a
semantic value on Neo database, and therefore it has a directcorrespondence with
the Reference vertex present on both representation.

5.1.2 Edge representations

On both graph representations, the edges make links betweenthe defined vertexes;
moreover, each edge is associated to a specific pair of vertexes.
Fortunately, on Neo database, there are relationships which play a role similar to
the edges on the graph. In fact, they make links between pair of Neo nodes.
Therefore, the mapping between graph’s edges and Neo’s relationships is provided
by creatingrelationship types, which are used on Neo database to give a semantic
value to each relationship. On our case relationship types will represent the edge’s
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labels defined on section 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.2.2, respectivelyfor the most granular and
for the customizable representations. The former relationship types have values
which are the same of the edge’s names.
It’s important noting that such relationship types will be associated to relation-
ships, which have the same semantic values of the representing edges. This means
that a relationship, which has got an HAS_COLLECTION type, makes a link be-
tween the Reference node and the node representing the Collection node on Neo
database.
On the customizable representation, custom edges can be defined by means of
custom edge rules. Therefore, on Neo database, there will berelationship types
specified by the value of the custom edge. The custom edge’s mapping is repre-
sented on Neo database stored in addition to a custom relationships type, one other
relationship type between HAS_RESOURCE, HAS_ELEMENT.

5.2 First iteration: most granular implementation

The first iteration API allows to store XML documents on Neo database following
the semantic of the most granular representation, which is the simplest way to
represent XML documents over graph structure.
The primitives for storing XML documents provide two different storing methods,
considering the input parameters. These parameters allow to store and get XML
documents in such ways: like aStringor like aDOM document.
In the following, it will be presented the classes implemented to build the first
iteration API layer. The methods described on such classes represent the primitives
offered by this layer to the end users.

5.2.1 A.P.I.

The first iteration API is implemented on different classes,which can be summa-
rized as follows:

• Collection

• CollectionManagementService

• DatabaseManager

• Resource

• XMLResource

• XMLDBException

In the following, there will be presented the primitives provided by these classes
and will be given an explanation regarding what method have been build for.
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5.2.1.1 Collection

This class provides primitives for managing and storing collection nodes on Neo
database.
Collection nodes are containers for XML documents which examine a similar
topic. Therefore, such nodes are really important on graph representation.
Moreover, it’s important noting that collection nodes are defined by end users,
therefore such nodes will be used to separate XML documents,which want to
be stored on the database. Then, when end users have to find an XML docu-
ment, he/she has to remember under which collection node such document could
be stored.
Ten methods implement the primitives provided by this class, they are:

• close(): voidallows to delete a Collection node deleting all resource stored
on the collection scope.

• createId(): Stringcreates a unique id inside a collection scope. Such id is
created using theid_generatorproperty stored on Reference node. In fact,
when a user asks for a new unique id, the property gives the next number
considering the one which is stored on the property. After that, the unique
id is concatenated with a string, which identifies that the unique id has been
generated. The final returned id is expressed by the following string:

ANONYMOUS_ID_PREFIX+ generated_id.

• createResource( String id, String type ): Resourceallows to create a new non
persistent Resource node. This means that such new node is not stored per-
manently inside Neo database. In fact, for storing a Resource node, first
a non persistent resource node has to be created (which is done by this
method), and after such node has to be stored on Neo database (which is
done by thestoreResourcemethod) and so it becomes a new Resource node.
Therefore, the logic implemented on this method provides only matter re-
garding creation of a new non persistent resource node.
Firstly, the parametertypeis checked. In fact, the latter can be assume or the
BinaryResourceor theXMLResourcevalue; other type are not admitted. If
the parameter type looks good, then the id unicity (inside the considered col-
lection scope) of the parameterid is tested. If the id is unique, then a new non
persistent resource node is created; otherwise, if the id isnot unique or is null
(not provided), then a unique id is created by means of thecreateIdmethod
(depicted above). Finally, a temporary relationship between the collection
node and the new non persistent resource node is created. Therelationship
type associated to this relationship is HAS_NON_PERSISTENT_RESOUR-
CE.
If something goes wrong on such method, an XMLDBException isthrowed.
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• getName(): Stringreturns the collection’s name stored inside the property
calledcollection_name.

• getResource( String id ): Resourcereturns or XMLResource or BinaryRe-
source node depending which resource has got theid specified as parameter.
This method makes a traverser which browses the HAS_RESOURCE re-
lationship type and returns all resource nodes stored underthe considered
collection. If a resource specified by the id is found then it is returned, oth-
erwise an XMLDBException is throwed.

• getResourceCount(): intFigures out the number of resource nodes, both
XMLResource and BinaryResource, childes of a Collection node.

• isOpen(): booleanreturns a boolean value, which istrue if a collection is
closed andfalseotherwise.

• listResources(): String[]returns a list of ids ( divided by commas ) belong
to Resource nodes which are stored in a specific collection scope.

• removeResource( Resource res ): voidallows to delete an XMLResource
which is stored inside the collection scope. Delete XMLResource node im-
plies deleting all nodes stored on considering resource scope. If something
goes wrong, an XMLDBException is throwed.

• storeResource( Resource res ): voidstores non persistent resource node per-
manently inside the database. Usually, it is called after the createResource
method. Mainly, it transforms the relationship type assigned by thecreateRe-
sourcemethod on a HAS_RESOURCE relationship type.

5.2.1.2 CollectionManagementService

This class provides the basic functionality useful to manage collection nodes, which
are implements in the following methods:

• createCollection( String name ): Collectioncreates a new Collection node
defined by the parametername. On Neo database, therefore, will be stored a
new Collection node which will have a relationship with the Reference node.
Such relationship is directed from the Reference node to thenew Collection
node, and it’s called HAS_COLLECTION.
If this method is not able to create a new collection node, then it throws an
XMLDBException.

• removeCollection( String name ): voiddeletes a specified Collection node,
if the former node is stored on Neo database. Otherwise, an itthrows an
XMLDBException.
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• getCollection(String name): Collectionreturns a specified Collection node
if it exists, otherwise it throws an XMLDBException.
For finding a Collection node has been used a traverser which browses over
HAS_COLLECTION relationships.

5.2.1.3 Database Manager

Such class represents the main of the API layer. In fact, by means of this class
the end users can initialize Neo database, which is mandatory the first action to do
working on Neo database.
This class implements only the following method:

• initializeDatabase()starts Neo database creating a Reference node, which
will be used to link all the Collection nodes created on Neo database.

5.2.1.4 Resource

This class provides some functionalities to manage resource nodes, which have
been implemented to be used by all kind of resources. However, the effort of the
first iteration API has been concentrates on support the XMLResource, depicted
below.
The following methods have been implemented:

• getId(): Stringreturns the id stored on the property calledresource_id.

• getParentCollection(): Collectionreturns the Collection node parent of the
considering Resource node.

• getResourceType(): Stringreturns the fieldtype stored onresource_type
property.

5.2.1.5 XMLDBException

This class doesn’t have implemented methods, however it hasgot two constructor
which allows to throw a new XMLDBException everywhere on thecode.

5.2.1.6 XMLResource

Such class implements the logic for storing XML documents onNeo database,
following the most granular graph representation. In fact,there have been im-
plemented two different methods for inserting XML documents and two different
methods to get back stored XML documents.
Four methods implement the primitives provided by this class, they are:
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• setContent( Object value ): voidstores XML documents inside Neo database
receiving them asString. XML documents are stored following most gran-
ular representation’s constraints. If something on such method goes wrong,
an XMLDBException is throwed.

• setContentAsDOM( org.w3c.dom.Node document ): voidstores XML docu-
ments inside Neo database receiving them as DOM documents. The method
Figures out a parsing for the following DOM object:element, attribute, text.
If something goes wrong, it throws an XMLDBException.

• getContent(): Objectreturns XML documents stored on Neo database, which
are returned like a string.

• getContentAsDOM(): org.w3c.dom.Nodereturns XML documents stored on
the database, which are returned like a DOM documents.

5.3 Second iteration: customizable implementation

5.3.1 A.P.I.

The A.P.I. provides by this iteration is implemented over different classes, which
can be summarized as follows:

• Collection

• CollectionFactory

• DatabaseManager

• Resource

• ResourceFactory

• ResourceType

• XMLDBException

In the following, there will be presented the primitives provided by these classes
and will be given an explanation regarding what method have been build for.

5.3.1.1 Collection

This class provides all implemented primitives for managing and storing Collec-
tion nodes on Neo database.
How it has been said, Collection nodes are containers for XMLdocuments which
examine a similar topic. Therefore, such nodes are really important to build the
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customizable graph representation, because they work withone of the most impor-
tant concepts presented for the considered representation.
Mainly, the API provides two important primitives, which are implemented onin-
jectXML( xmlFile, parsingRules )anddelete()methods.
The first one provides functionality to parsing and storing XML documents on Neo
database, following the customizable representation. It’s important noting that the
former method is implemented inside the Collection interface, because the end
users of Neo solution should have the possibility to choose which Collection will
contain their XML documents.
The second one, instead, provides functionality to deleting Collection node. The
former action represents a ticklist, because beyond a Collection node, there have to
delete all nodes stored inside the Collection scope as well.
A Collection node keeps links with the ResourceType node as well. The latter are
really important for improving graph representation’s performance.
Seven methods implement the primitives provided by this class, they are:

• createResourceType( String name ): ResourceType

• delete(): void

• getName(): String

• getResourceFactory(): ResourceFactory

• getResourceType( String name ): ResourceType

• injectXML( String xmlFile, String ruleSetFile ): void

• ResourceTypeExist( String name ): ResourceType

createResourceType( String name ): ResourceTypereturns a ResourceType
node, which could be already stored on Neo database or a new node.
Firstly, the method looks for a ResourceType node which should have the specified
namestored onresource_type_idproperty, and should be stored inside the con-
sidered Collection scope. If such node is already stored, then it will be returned.
Otherwise a new ResourceType node with the specifiednamewill be created.
All Collection’s references to ResourceType nodes are maintained inside aRe-
sourceTypeCache, which is implemented by means of an HashMap composed by
a pair<key, value>. Thekeyrepresents the name of a ResourceType node, while
thevaluerepresents the corresponding ResourceType node.
Therefore, when a new ResourceType node is stored on Neo database, theRe-
sourceTypeCacheis updated adding a reference to it. Obviously, when a Resource-
Type node is deleted, the former cache is updated removing the reference to it.
It’s important noting that each Collection node has got its own ResourceType-
Cache, because each Collection has its own ResourceType node.
Finally, if something goes wrong inside the logic implemented on the method, this
latter throws an XMLDBException.
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delete(): void deletes Collection nodes from the graph representation andthere-
fore from Neo database.
When a Collection node has to be deleted, we need to delete everything associated
with it, which means that all Resource, ResourceType, and Element nodes stored
under its scope have to be deleted.
It’s important noting that the choice to store two relationships for representing cus-
tom edges represents an important step to optimize such method.
A description of the logic implemented will be done later on this chapter.

getName() returns the name belonging to the Collection node, which calls the
method. The Collection’s name is stored on Neo database in a node’s property
calledcollection_name.

getResourceFactory(): ResourceFactory returns a ResourceFactory object,
which is used to manage functionality regarding Resource nodes. The Resource-
Factory provides primitives to create, delete, and get Resource nodes.

getResourceType( String name ): ResourceTypereturns a ResourceType node,
if the latter is stored on Neo database, else it throws an XMLDBException, which
specifies that is not possible to find the specified ResourceType node.
Looking for ResourceType node is made really strong. This means that firstly the
logic looks inside the ResourceTypeCache. If there is a reference to the seek node,
then it is returned.
On the other hand, if there is no cache reference for the seek node, then amanu-
ally searchis started. Such search looks for a specific ResourceType node (which
has to be the name specified as a parameter), through all relationships, called
HAS_RESOURCE_TYPE, belonging to the considered Collection node. If the
manually search find the ResourceType node, then it put a reference inside the
cache and returns it.
The manually search is implemented to be sure that none ResourceType node is
stored on Neo database when the method throws an exception. It’s possible, for
whatever reason, that a ResourceType node is stored on the database, but it doesn’t
have reference on the cache.

injectXML( String xmlFile, String ruleSetFile ): void builds the customizable
representation graph, implementing a parser for XML documents.
This method allows to make two different representations for the XML documents:

• customizable representation without parsing rules

• customizable representation with parsing rules

The parameters associated to theinjectXMLmethod are called: xmlFile and rule-
SetFile.
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ThexmlFile represents the path which brings to the XML document. TheruleSet-
File, instead, represents the path which brings to the file which stores the parsing
rules (this value could benull if there are no parsing rule associated with the xml
document).
The logic implemented on this method will be explained lateron this chapter.

ResourceTypeExist( String name ): boolean returns a boolean value, which is
true if there is a specified ResourceType node,falseotherwise.
Such method, as described on thegetResourceTypemethod, looks before on the
cache if there is a reference for the specified node. If such reference is found,
then it will be returned. Otherwise, the method starts amanually search, which
guarantee a right (true or false) answer.

5.3.1.2 CollectionFactory

This class provides primitives to manage Collection nodes stored on Neo database.
Three methods implement the primitives provided by this class, they are:

• createCollection( String name ): Collection

• deleteCollection( Collection Collection ): void

• getCollection( String name ): Collection

createCollection( String name ): Collection returns a specified Collection node.
Such node could be already stored on Neo database, or could becreated by this
method’s call.
In fact, the method checks if a Collection is already stored on Neo database. If
there is the seeked Collection, then this is returned; otherwise, a new Collection
node is created with the name received as parameter.
If something goes wrong, the method throws a new XMLDBException.

deleteCollection( Collection Collection ): void deletes a Collection object passed
like a parameter.

getCollection( String name ): Collection returns a Collection node, which has
got the name passed like parameter, if such node is stored on Neo database. An
XMLDBException is throwed otherwise.

5.3.1.3 DatabaseManager

This class represents the application’s main. In fact, whena user wants to create
a new database working with Neo solution, it has to start the application by the
methodinizializeDatabase(), implemented in this class. All methods implemented
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inside this class are static; therefore, you don’t need to instantiate a DatabaseMan-
ager object to call them.
Two methods implement the primitives provided by this class, they are:

• inizializeDatabase(): void

• getCollectionFactory(): CollectionFactory

inizializeDatabase(): void creates the Reference node on Neo database, which
represents the source for all the other nodes, relationships, and properties which
will be created inside the application.
If something goes wrong, the method throws a new XMLDBException.

getCollectionFactory(): CollectionFactory returns a CollectionFactory object,
which is used to manage Collection node, which will be storedon the graph.

5.3.1.4 Resource

Such class manages the Resource node on Neo database, which arequeryingnodes.
Then it’s important to have functionality to manage them.
Four methods implement the primitives provided by this class, they are:

• getId(): String

• getResourceType(): List<ResourceType>

• getUnderlyingNode(): Node

• isOfType( ResourceType ResourceType ): boolean

getId(): String returns the id of the considered Resource node. The id of a
Resource node is stored on the property calledResource_id.

getResourceType(): List<ResourceType> returns a list of ResourceType nodes.

getUnderlyingNode(): Node returns a node associated to the object Resource,
which is called the method. The returned node is a Neo node.

isOfType( ResourceType ResourceType ): booleanreturnstrue if the Resource
node is associated to the specified ResourceType node, givenlike a parameter.
Otherwise, this method returnfalse.
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5.3.1.5 ResourceFactory

A ResourceFactory manages Resources in a Collection. By means of such object,
we can create, get, ask Resource nodes.
Six methods, considering the override, implement the primitives provided by this
class, they are:

• createResource( String id ): Resource

• createResource( Node parent, String id, String[] custRel ): Resource

• deleteURI( String id )

• getResource( String id ): Resource

• getResource( String id, boolean create )

• ResourceExist( String id ): boolean

createResource( String id ): Resource creates a Resource node inside the Col-
lection node owner of the ResourceFactory object. The new create Resource node
stores on the propertyresource_idthe id taken like a parameter. Moreover, a refer-
ence to the new create node is added to the implementedUriSearchEngine.
TheUriSearchEnginestores a mapping between the node id and a URI string. We
talked, in the previous chapter, about the URI, which can be assigned to Resource
nodes. Then, the UriSearchEngine keeps trace of all the Uri assigned to the Re-
source.

createResource( Node parent, String uri, String[] custRel) makes an override
of the previous method, and it creates a new Resource node.
However, this method is the one used when a SAX parser needs tostore a Resource
on Neo database. In fact, it implements the logic to manage the custom edges,
which could be defined on parsing rules.
Looking the parameter, it can be noted that the first parameter is the parent node
(on the XML document order) of the considering new Resource node. The second
parameter represents the URI, which will be stored on theresource_idproperty.
Finally, the third parameter represents a custom edge between the parent and the
new Resource. The latter parameter could benull.
The logic of these method starts to create a new Resource nodeassigning the URI.
After that, a relationship between parent and Resource nodeneeds to be stored on
the database. Mandatory, the method stores the HAS_RESOURCE relationship.
However, if there is a custom edge between them, then the method provides the
logic to store such edge as relationship.
Finally, a reference for the new create Resource is added on the UriSearchEngine.
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deleteURI( String id ): void deletes a URI, specified by the parameter id, from
the UriSearchEngine.

getResource( String id ): Resource returns a specified, by the id parameter, Re-
source node. Moreover, a garbage Collection for the UriSearchEngine is provided
by this method. This means that if there is a URI, which gives wrong answer, then
the latter will be deleted and the method will returnnull.

getResource( String id, boolean create ): Resourcereturns a Resource node,
specified by the id parameter. However, if the specified Resource node is not stored
on Neo database, then there are two possibilities:

• create =true, a new Resource node will be created.

• create =false, the method throws an XMLDBException.

ResourceExist( String uri ): boolean verifies if a Resource node is stored on
Neo database. It returnstrue, if the Resource node specified by the URI is stored,
falseotherwise.

5.3.1.6 ResourceType

Such class manages the ResourceType node, which are really important on the
graph structure for improving performance.
Three methods implement the primitives provided by this class, they are:

• getUnderlyingNode(): Node

• getName(): String

• getCollection(): Collection

getUnderlyingNode(): Node returns a node associated to the object Resource-
Type, which is called the method. The node which is returned is a Neo node.

getName(): String returns the name of the ResourceType node. The Resource-
Type’s name is stored on a property, associated to the Neo node, calledresource_
type_id.

getCollection(): Collection returns the Collection which has a link with the
specified ResourceType node.
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5.3.1.7 XMLDBException

Such class implements a new type of exception defined specifically on Neo solu-
tion. Such exception class doesn’t provide methods, but a new exception is created
calling the constructors of this class.
Two different kind of exception could be generate, they are:

• XMLDBException( String message )

• XMLDBException( String message, Throwable t )

5.3.2 Sequence diagram

This section presents several sequence diagrams corresponding to the implemented
primitives injectXMLanddelete.

5.3.2.1 injectXML()

The injectXMLprimitive provides XML document insertion on Neo database fol-
lowing thecustomizablegraph representation of XML documents.
This section explains the action’s sequences made to obtainthe final insertion. To
facilitate the comprehension of the various steps, I will use some sequence dia-
grams, which explains very well the function’s flow.
Figure 5.1 shows the sequence diagram related to the functions of loading parsing
rules and initializing SaxParser.
When the end users apply for the injectXML() method, then themethod’s logic
starts taking the provide parameters. In fact, a user could give, as first param-
eter, a path to an XML file, and as second parameter, a path to a rule file. It’s
important noting that the first parameter has to be passed, otherwise the method
throws an XMLDBException. The second parameter, instead, could assumenull
value, which in this case represents that there are no parsing rules associated to the
passed XML document.
The value of the second parameter makes a different choice onwhich constructor
will be use for the new createdRuleSetobject.
If the value isnull, a RuleSet object is created by the empty constructor, which
does nothing. Otherwise, if the value is not null, a RuleSet object is created by the
constructor which takes rules as parameter. Such constructor starts the logic for
parsing and storing parsing rules.
The RuleSet class implements some storage system designed specifically to man-
age and store rules. There have been implemented four hash map (each of these
works with a specific rule), which are called:

• uriRuleMapstores a pair< name, uri >, which represent the XML element
tag’s name and the URI associated to this one. The uriRuleMapis really
important, because it has to be used on working with Resourcenodes.
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Figure 5.1: Loading parsing rules and SaxParser initialization

• rtMap stores a pair< elementName, resourceTypeName >, which makes a
mapping between the XML element tag’s name and the new name associated
to the ResourceType node.

• ignoredAttMapstores a pair< elementName, attributeVector >, which makes
a mapping between an XML element tag’s name and all attributes which will
be ignored, considering the associated XML element tag’s name.

• customRelMapstores a pair< elementName, customRule >, which makes
mapping between an XML element tag’s names and the custom rules asso-
ciated to their.

Theparse(rules)method calls some inner methods which makes single parsing for
every rule, and stores the founded rules inside the respective has map. If it’s found
by the parse method a rule which is bad defined, then it will throw an exception.
After the rule parsing, a SaxParser is created to provide thewhole XML document
parsing. In fact, such task calls the parse method implemented on the SaxParser
class, how it can see on Figure 5.1.
Now, the SaxParser begins its task. Such class implements a recursive method
which is called by all elements presented on XML documents. The SaxParser
stores all the XML element in a stack, which stores elements following the XML
order, and then takes one after the other all elements to maketheir own customiz-
able graph representation.
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Figure 5.2: Element node’s creation

Figure 5.2 shows the code flow performed by every XML element.
First, it Figures out which is the parent node, on the XML document, of the con-
sidering XML element. After that, it has been decided if the new XML element
will become, over the customizable representation, a Resource node or an Element
node. Such decision is taken checking if the considered XML element has got an
associated URI rule; then if the XML element has got a rule, itwill become a Re-
source node. Otherwise, it will become an Element node.
Figure 5.2 highlights the steps for creating a new Element node, while the 5.3
shows the creation of a new Resource node.

Element node’s creation A new Element node is created follows basically four
steps.
The first one checks associated custom edge rules, which could be created between
the new Element node and its parent node.
The second step creates a new Neo element node and gives a values to its proper-
ties, which are theelement_nameandattributeproperties. The latter properties are
associated in such way to a Element node:nameAttribute=valueAttribute.
After creating Element node, it will be create relationshipbetween the new Ele-
ment node and the parent node. If the previous computed custom edge rules didn’t
give a rule for such Element, then an HAS_ELEMENT relationship will link the
former nodes.
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Figure 5.3: Resource node’s creation

Otherwise, if there is a custom edges rule, then two relationships will link the for-
mer Element. The first relationship will be the above mentioned, while the other
one will the custom relationship.
The fourth step checks, obviously, only in this case, if the custom relationship has
associated a specific direction. After, this check the new custom relationship is
created.

Resource node’s creation On Figure 5.3 is showed the function sequence able
to create a new Resource node. Some steps are similar to the previous creation of
an Element node, but some other are totally new.
Create a new Resource node is a function composed by five main steps.
The first one tries to achieve, if there is stored, a custom edge rule for the consid-
ered XML Element.
The second step makes a creation of a new Resource node. On newnode will be
added some properties; theResource_idproperty is filled by the XML Element’s
URI. Other properties could be some attributes which are defined, such as in the
Element node case.
The third step checks the previous Figured out custom rules.If there are not rules
associated to the considered node, then a relationship HAS_RESOURCE will be
traced between the Resource node and its parent node. Otherwise, in addition to
this relationship, it will be create a custom relationship.
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Figure 5.4: Sequence diagram of the delete() method.

The fourth step check if there is a specific direction assigned to custom relation-
ships. After the direction’s check the custom relationshipare stored.
Finally, the fifth step represents the check for a ResourceType, which could be
associated to the new Resource node. If a ResourceType is associated to the Re-
source node, then it will be created a relationship between the Resource node and
such ResourceType node.

5.3.2.2 delete()

The delete()method implements the code for deleting Collection nodes together
with all nodes belonging to their scope. This means that, in addition to the speci-
fied Collection node, all other nodes, Resource or Element, stored as childes of the
Collection node must be deleted.
Neo database can delete nodes, only if these latter haven’t got any relationships
associated to them, otherwise, the former database throws an exception, which
prohibits to make the method’s purpose.
To avoid an exception, the method’s implementation uses atraverserwith a new
definedReturnableEvaluator.
TheDeleteReturnableEvaluatorimplementsReturnableEvaluator, which deals with
Figure out the returnable nodes for a traverser. Such evaluator is Figured out for
each node traversed by the considered traverser.
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This latter, firstly, checks that the Collection node will not be returned by the tra-
verser. After that it deletes the relationship which has been used to join the current
node (such relationship could be or HAS_RESOURCE or HAS_ELEMENT rela-
tionship types). Then, the nodes already visited are deleted from the stack, which
is implemented to keep on memory the visited nodes. Finally,the current node is
pushed on the stack.
Therefore, when the traverser starts its traversing, all nodes (without the Collec-
tion node) will be returned. It’s important noting that the former nodes will have
associated to their onlycustomrelationships. This happens because the other rela-
tionships have been deleted by the new definedDeleteReturnableEvaluator.
For that reason, when a traverser has ended its work, a loop onall nodes will delete
the already presentedcustomrelationships. Only after the deleting of all relation-
ships, the returned nodes can be deleted as well.
Finally, all relationships belonging to the Collection node are deleted, and so such
node as well.
To understand better the method’s implementation, in the Figure 5.4, it has been
showed the main step described above.

5.3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter has been presented the whole project made on Neo solution. Such
project is composed by two different APIs, which implement the most granular
and thecustomizablerepresentation respectively.
Firstly, I showed how the mapping between such graph representations and Neo
data model has been done. Such mapping is formed by the vertexmapping and the
edge mapping.
Secondly, all features belonging to the first iteration API has been showed. In fact,
a complete description of the implemented API, with a short introduction of the
offered primitives, has been given.
Finally, the second iteration API has been described. Like,for the first API, all
primitives offered by this API has been detailed, and moreover on this section have
been presented the code flow for the most important primitives. These latter are
implemented on the methods calledinjectXmlanddelete.
On next chapter, it will be provided a comparison from the features offered by Neo
solution and the features belonging to native XML databases. After that it will be
presented some evaluation done on Neo solution.
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Chapter 6

Results

This chapter makes some evaluations aboutXML information managerproject
made in this work.
First, Neo solution project will be compared to several definitions belonging to na-
tive XML databases. Such comparison shows where these two solutions could be
seen similar and where are so far.
Second, on XML information manager layer has been made two different set of
tests: the code test and the performance test.
The first set has been executed to find bugs inside the code, andtherefore to correct
such bugs. Such tests yield a really robust primitives, which have been tested in
every logical parts. These test has been made by means of somejunit1.
The second test’s set has been executed to make some evalutations about the per-
formance provided by XML information manager layer. In fact, such test provide
some results about inserting, deleting, and moreover querying primitives. The test
results have demonstrated that all concepts introduced by means of parsing rules
make some improvements to the customizable representation.
All tests have been executed working with the second API offered by Neo solution.

6.1 Native XML database requirements

XML information manager, which is built inside Neo solution, tries to provide
functionality as much as possible similar to those depict for native XML databases.
Therefore, on building the application, there have been followed some require-
ments defined for the native XML databases.
Below, there are depicted all the followed requirements implementing on XML
information manager.

1JUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture

for unit testing frameworks.
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Comparison to NXDs definition

The implemented application offers all peculiarities compared to the definition of
native XML databases.
In fact, it defines a logical model for XML documents, and it uses the defined
model working with them.
Secondly, XML information manager has XML documents, as itsfundamental unit
of storage.
Finally, referring to underlying database, it has decided to use Neo database, be-
cause such database has been specified build for working withsemi-structured data.

Comparison to NXDs architecture

Compared to the native XML database architectures, the XML information man-
ager is more close to the definition ofmodel-basednative XML database. In fact, it
builds an internal object model from the document and store this model, rather than
storing XML documents, as text. Since, the performance of this kind of database
depending to the database’s performance, that is a good for the whole application.

Comparison to NXDs features

XML information manager implements some features belonging to native XML
databases. These can be summarized, as follows:

• XML storage

• Document collection

• Application programming interfaces

• Round-tripping

• Indexes

XML storage XML information manager implements an XML data storage model
to insure that the XML specific model of the data is maintained. Anyone, which
will use the Neo solution after storing data, will work usingXML information
manager tools, and not the underlying database functions.
Moreover, XML information manager implements different parsers for inserting
XML documents, such as DOM [23], SAX [36], and simple text. Furthermore,
DOM tree or simple text can be return using XML information manager.

Document collection It should be straightforward that the implemented appli-
cation can manage collections of XML documents. However, XML information
manager is schema-independent as well. This means that is given a lot of flexi-
bility on storing XML documents. In fact, in such solution, it is possible storing
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XML documents, which are schema-less, and subsequently making queries over
these documents.

Application programming interface Two different APIs are provided by Neo
solution. The one working with most granular representation has been created to
be as much as possible close to the XML:DB API [27] from XML:DB. The second
one working with customizable representation is differentfrom the previous one,
but however tries to be as close as possible to the proposed standard API. However,
the new kind of database adopted yields difficult to implement same standard API;
this is due to its new features.

Round-tripping XML information manager provides round-tripping, on both
the implemented API. However, the XML documents miss the sibling order when
they are stored on the database. This means that the whole structure of XML doc-
uments is preserved, but inside a specific tag, the sibling tag can be mixed.
For instance, if a tag is called city, and it has two child nameand country (in this
order), then the XML information manager could return the childes of city node in
country and after name order.

Comparison to NXDs use cases

Some use cases have been proposed for the native XML databases; the whole list
of the latter is showed on chapter 1. In the following, it willbe showed which are
provided by Neo solution.
Neo solution provides a good functionality for storing and deleting XML docu-
ments. However, it is not yet present a query engine to make complicated queries.
Managing semi-structured data is the main purpose of Neo solution. This goal is
done by means of the presented graph representations, the parsing rules, and Neo
database.
Neo solution is able to store and manage large XML documents.In fact, there is
no matter about the dimension of XML documents, every kind ofXML documents
can be stored over Neo solution.

6.2 Code test

Such unit test has been made to be sure that the implemented code have not bugs
in its inner. All unit tests have been made by means ofjunit test.
The junit tests are a really power tools to implement test over java classes. The
junit test proves the answer provided by the implemented method and allows to
implement a logic to find incorrect answer. Mainly the implemented junit test were
uses three different tools to find the bugh, they are:
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• assertEquals(condition1, condition2)

• assertTrue(condition)

• fail( "free text")

By means of the former tools have been made all the implemented junit test. The
first tool is utilized to compare, for instance, a method’s answer with the answer for
which we are waiting. The second tool asserts the true of the specified condition,
and finally the third tool throws a fail if the code flow executes such line.
Four junit test have been made for XML information manager, they are:

• TestUriSearchEngine

• TestCollection

• TestResource

• TestRuleSet

TestUriSearchEngine Such unit tests the implemented URI search engine, which
is used on the application to manage the URI stored on the Resource node.
Firstly, this unit tests the creation of a new search engine.Secondly, the insertion
and the removal of a URI have been tested.

TestCollection This unit tests all features belonging to the Collection class, and
therefore this unit tests some important primitives for thewhole application.
Firstly, it’s done about collection’s creation, making test about the duplicate names
for collection nodes as well. These latter are really important because every col-
lection on the graph representation has its own name, which can’t be duplicated.
Secondly, a get collection node test has been done. This testasks for collection
nodes, both already stored inside the database, therefore the method has to return a
collection, and for collection not stored inside the database, then the answer has to
be null.
The ResourceType nodes are tested as well. The insertion of anew ResourceType,
the deleting of a ResourceType are tested, besides the get method as well.
Finally, this unit test makes proof on theinjectXMLmethod. On such method are
tested everything about nodes such as insertion, removal, number of childes, and
so forth.

TestResource This unit test gives results about the code implemented for the
Resource node. Also this unit tests insertion, removal, andreturn of Resource
nodes. Several possibilities have been tested such as ask for an inexistent Resource,
and so on.
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Country U.S.A, Italy, Mexico, Sweden, Scotland, Portugal,

Spain, Brazil, Australia, China

Genre rock, jazz, fusion, disco, latin, pop, black, instru-

mental, reggae, samba

Instrument vocal, guitar, drums, percussion, piano, classical

guitar, sax, violin

Table 6.1: Values associated to the XML element

TestRuleSet All parsing rules are tested on this unit. How it can be seen onthe
appendix of chapter A, the parsing rules are defined by means of a syntax which
need to be parsed. Usually, the parsing functions generate some bugs. By means
of this unit test, the mapping functions of the implemented parsing rule is totally
free of bugs.

6.3 Performance test

Aim of such units is to have some evalutation results about performance provided
by the XML information manager layer.
Firstly, there have been implemented insertion and removalof XML documents to
and from Neo solution. These tests provided the expected evalutation results.
Secondly, despite yet there is not implemented a query engine, however some query
tests have been made. The queries have been made using thetraverserconcept,
which is the tool provided by Neo database to make queries on it.

XML files

Three different XML files have been created specifically to make the performance
test.
We decide to build XML files following the examples showed on chapter 4. In fact,
the created files store information about music. Precisely,there are two different
main elements,singerandgroup, which compose the whole file’s content.
A singer has got some attributes and some child elements. Theattributes arename,
which represent the name of the singer ( Name Surname ) andwriter, which says
if the considered element represent only a singer or insteada songwriter. As child
elements, a singer havecountry, genre, andage. The child elements specify some
features belonging to the singer.
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File
Groups + Singers

256 512 1024 2048 4096

Balanced 125/131 257/255 476/548 1017/1031 2025/2071

Less singers 37/219 54/458 95/929 198/1850 398/3698

Less groups 234/22 455/57 923/101 1859/189 3694/402

Table 6.2: Number of group and singer XML tags

A group has got one attribute and some child elements as well.The attribute as-
signed to the group element is calledname, which gives the band’s name. As a
child elements, a group havemember, genre, andcountry. More than one member
element could be present inside one group tag; precisely, a group can contain at
least two members and at most ten members. Therefore, the member’s number
componing a group is a random number between two and ten.
A member element has got one attribute calledname, which represent the mem-
ber’s name, and several child elements. Such child elementsare instrument, age,
country.
The elements, described before, present or inside singer tag or inside group tag or
inside member tag can assume the following values:
Mainly, there have been build three different XML files, called balanced, less
singer, less groupsrespectively; the main difference between them is represented
by the amount of singer elements and groups elements.
The first file, called balanced, contains almost the same number of both tag.
The other two files, instead, have got different amount of such elements. The sec-
ond file stores for the 90% of the file space, group elements, and for the remaining
10% singer element. Vice versa, the third files stores the inverted percentages.
The table 6.2 shows the distibution of these elements insidethe former three files.
On each column has showed the size of main elements ( group+singer ) present
inside the considered XML file1. Each row, instead, represents one of the former
described files. Therefore, a table’s entry, represented bymeans of a pair,number
singer / number group, represents the corresponing number of singer element and
group element presented on the indicate file and size.

1For instance, the number256means that number singer tag + number group tag = 256
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Parsing rules files

How we saw, there are four different kind of parsing rules which could be defined
on the customizable representation. To making tests, threeset of rules have been
used, which defines different rules in their inner. Each set of rules is stored in a
different file. The files are called:rule1, rule2, rule3.
In the following, it will be presented the rules created in each one of these files.
The rules are presented like so they are written inside the files. To understand the
syntax of these rules, there is an appendix on A which explainall rule’s syntaxes.

Rules 1 The first file uses two parsing rules, URIs rules and ResourceType rules,
which are defined as follows:

• uri:!group@name

• uri:!singer@name

• rt:!group,Group

• rt:!singer,Singer

The first two rules define two new resource node on the graph representation, which
will have group.nameandsinger.nameas respective URIs.
The second two rules specified two new ResourceType nodes,GroupandSinger.

Rules 2 The second file uses only the following custom edge rules:

• rel:!singer,!age=AGE,forwards

• rel:!member,!instrument=STRUMENT,forwards

• rel:!member,!country=COUNTRY,forwards

• rel:!group,!member=MEMBER_OF,forwards

The first one creates a new RelationshipType, calledAGE, which will be associated
to relationships between the singer and the age nodes. The former relationships is
directed from the singer nodes to the age nodes.
The second one creates a new RelationshipType, calledSTRUMENT, which will
be associated to relationships between member nodes and instrument nodes. Such
relationships is directed from member nodes to instrument nodes.
The third one creates a new RelationshipType, calledCOUNTRY, which will be
associated to relationships between member nodes and country nodes. Such rela-
tionships is directed from member nodes to country nodes.
The last one creates a new RelationshipType, calledMEMBER_OF, which will be
associated to relationships between group nodes and membernodes. Such rela-
tionships is directed from group nodes to member nodes.
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Rules 3 The third file makes a merge of the former two set of rules, and therefore
it will have eight rules, which are:

• uri:!group@name

• uri:!songwriter@name

• rt:!group,Group

• rt:!songwriter,Songwriter

• rel:!songwriter,!age=AGE,forwards

• rel:!member,!instrument=STRUMENT,forwards

• rel:!member,!country=COUNTRY,forwards

• rel:!group,!member=MEMBER_OF,forwards

The meaning of this set of rules is depicted above on the first two depicted set.

Environment features

The tests have been made using a laptop ASUS which has the following features:

• Processor: Intel Pentium IV 2.8Ghz

• R.A.M.: 512Mb

The operating system installed on such laptop was linux ubunt 5.10 Lts.
Moreover, the java heap has been setted to 128Mb, instead of the default value
setted to 32Mb.

6.3.1 Inserting

This test shows some important results about the insertion’s of XML documents
inside Neo solution. Such test Figures out the insertion’s time of several XML
files calledBalanced, LessSinger, LessGroup, which could have some difference
in terms of dimensions, and graph representations.
The file’s dimensions are not the number specified on a table showed before, which
represented the number of singer and group tag. It’s important noting that such for-
mer table shows the main element’s distribution inside a specific XML file, which
doesn’t provide any information about the number of Neo nodes which compose
the whole document. In fact, if on the XML document there is a group, then a
certain amount of nodes need on the database, like so for the singer nodes. It’s
straightforward that the group elements need more nodes that the singer elements,
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File \ Size 256 512 1024 2048 4096

Balanced 3919 7351 15218 29651 60219

LessSingers 5619 11872 23981 47200 94272

LessGroups 1536 3305 6273 12177 24784

Table 6.3: Neo nodes stored inside the database

becuase the first set of elements has got more child nodes which moreover are com-
posed elements (i.e. member elements).
The table 6.3 shows the dimension (in terms of Neo nodes) stored inside the
database. The columns show the number of main elements (group+singer) stored.
The rows show the considered XML files. The entries of this table store the num-
ber of Neo nodes need to stored the considered XML file and the number of main
elements stored on it.
It’s important noting that the maximum number of nodes is stored on the second
row, which correspond to the file 2. The latter file, calledLessSinger, has a huge
number of group nodes. These latter, how it has been said, need more nodes than
the singer element.
Different graph representations can be achieved by means ofthe parsing rules. On
the insertion test are used two different graph representations: customizable rep-
resentation without parsing rules, customizable representation with parsing rules
defined on the file Rules3.
The first one is achieved inserting only XML files, therefore any rules is passed as
parameter of theinjectXML()method.
On the other hand, the second one uses theRules3file depicted before, and passes
it as parameter on the method.
Figure 6.1 shows the results achieved from the insertion tests. The trend of repre-
sentation without parsing rules is underlined by means of a black line, while the
red line shows the trend of the representation with associated the parsing rule file
called Rules3.
In this test, it can be seen that the first representation is faster than the second one.
This is dued to the parsing which has to be done by the second representation. The
test has been execute 100 times for each representation.

6.3.2 Deleting

The delete test has been made on the same graph representation for the insertion
test. Therefore, we have the customizable representation without parsing rules and
the customizable representation with parsing rule file called Rules3. The test has
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Figure 6.1: Insertion tests results

Figure 6.2: Delete test results
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been execute 100 times for each representation.
The results of the second test confirm the trend showed on the insertion test as well.
Therefore, the fastest way to insert and delete XML documents using customizable
representation is the representation without parsing rule.
However, how it will be seen later on the query test, the representation without
parsing rule has got bad performance compared to the other one which use parsing
rules. Therefore, the results provide by the representation using parsing rules are
not bad compared to the provided improvements in terms of answer’s query.

6.3.3 Querying

Aim of this test is to show which is the fastest representation on Neo solution in
terms of query answers. Moreover, this test will show that the concepts of custom
edges and ResourceType allow to improve performance, how itwas theoretically
predictable.
We made the query test on all created XML files, and on all dimensions of main
tag ( group+singer ). Moreover, the test has been execute with four different graph
representation, which are:

• customizable without parsing rules

• customizable with Resource and ResourceType rules

• customizable with custom edges rules

• customizable with Resource, ResourceType, and custom edges rules

All tests have been executed 300 times for each different configuration.

Query 1 The first query represents a really simple query, but howeverit will
be usefull to show some good evalutation results especiallyabout the improving
performance brought from the creation of ResourceType. Thefirst query is the
following:

Gives the number of singer which are more than 50 years old

The former query has been execute both on the Balanced and theLessSinger XML
files. On Figure 6.3 have been showed the achieved results executing such query
over the Balanced file.
In such file there are similar number of group and singer tag, therefore it’s normal
that the ResourceType concept (Rules1) doesn’t give any improvement on making
the query. However, since the number of singer tag is high than everyone has to
be checked for the age, then the custom edge calledAGE(Rules2 file) gives to this
task an improvement. Obviously, the Rules3 line is the best one because it has got
all the rules.
Figure 6.4 shows the same query executes over the LessSingerXML file. Such
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Figure 6.3: Results: query 1 over Balanced XML file

file, how it has been said, has got much more group tags than thesinger tags. The
percentages of these latter is the 10% of the whole XML document.
In such case makes query, which asks for a specific set of Resource nodes (in this
case singer), is yield much more simple by the help of ResourceType. It can be
seen on Figure 6.4 that the gree line, which represents the Rules1, is close to the
black one which represents Rules3 (all rules). Therefore, this test shows that the
ResourceType allow to improve query performance in the caseof a specific re-
search from a set of nodes.
Finally, it’s important noting that the blue line, which represents the Rules2, has
bad performance in this case. This is because such rule doesn’t give some rules to
prune the research of singer nodes, but vice versa it has to look for every nodes.
Only, when all singer elements have been found, the custom edge make an im-
provement on asking for the singer’s edge. The latter behaviour justifies the better
performance between the black line and the green line.

Query 2 The second query is more complicated compared to the first one. Such
query shows some interesting results, because it shows boththe improvement
brought about the ResourceType and the custom edges. The second query is de-
fined as follows:
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Figure 6.4: Result: query test 1 over LessSinger XML file

Figure 6.5: Results: query test 2 over Balanced XML file
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Figure 6.6: Query test 2 with LessGroup XML file

Gives the number of groups having one and only one member which plays the sax
and was born in Sweden

The former query has been execute both on the Balanced and theLessGroup XML
files.
On Figure 6.5 are showed the results achieved by the execution of the former query
over Balanced XML file. In such Figure, it can be seen that the ResourceType
doens’t help to improve performance in this case. The improvement of the latter
concept is represented by the distance which is present between the green line and
the black one, besides between the red line and the blue one.
On the other hand, it’s important noting the improvement given to the custom edge,
which is showed looking at the distance between the bleck line and the blue line.
Obviously, the red line joins all the improvement brought about these latter con-
cepts and therefore it represents the best one performance.
Figure 6.6, instead, shows the results achieved by the execution of the query 2 over
LessGroup XML file. Such file has the majority of its tag labeled as singer, this
means that the groups represent only a small portion of the whole tags.
In this case, the improvement offered by the ResourceType can be noted. In fact,
besides it happened on the query 1 and the LessSinger XML file,the query achieves
improved performance using the ResourceType.
Moreover, the custom edges make improvement as well. In thistest, the improve-
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Test 256 512 1024 2048 4096

(file name) (ms) (ms) (ms) (ms) (ms)

Inserting No Rules 1366.1 2581.6 5517.4 10814.1 21758.8

(balanced) Rules3 1744.6 3379.1 6751.1 13210.3 25953.4

Deleting No Rules 522.7 958.0 1997.5 3836.7 8717.6

(balanced) Rules3 664.2 1132.0 2878.2 5375.9 12376.2

Query 1 No Rules 9.5 18.8 36.4 75.5 154.0

(balanced) Rules 1 6.8 13.3 24.9 53.4 108.1

Rules 2 6.3 12.4 23.9 49.2 100.9

Rules 3 3.7 7.0 13.1 27.6 56.9

Query 1 No Rules 5.9 11.6 19.8 39.6 81.5

(less singers) Rules 1 2.4 3.1 5.4 11.5 22.7

Rules 2 5.3 9.8 17.1 38.7 70.4

Rules 3 1.5 1.7 2.9 5.9 12.4

Query 2 No Rules 52.7 97.9 209.1 402.2 828.0

(balanced) Rules 1 50.1 91.8 195.6 379.3 784.5

Rules 2 34.5 64.0 135.3 265.3 549.2

Rules 3 31.6 58.9 125.0 241.0 502.0

Query 2 No Rules 12.4 28.7 51.6 98.2 204.1

(less groups) Rules 1 9.1 21.7 37.7 69.8 151.0

Rules 2 8.8 20.5 37.4 71.0 149.8

Rules 3 5.8 13.9 23.9 44.1 94.8

Table 6.4: Summary of all results obtained on the tests

ments given from the ResourceType and from the custom edge are almost the same.

6.3.4 Summary of results

In the table 6.4 are showed all results achieved by the depicted tests. The values,
stored inside each table, represent the time (expressed by millisecond).
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and future works

The aim for this thesis was to find a good way to represent XML documents over
graph structure, and after to create a layer to provide some primitives for inserting
and deleting XML documents on Neo database using the foundedgraph represen-
tations.
This work provided some solutions to represent XML documents over graph struc-
ture, and moreover it has been provided two different graph representations, which
are:

• Most granular representation

• Customizable representation

The first one represent the easiest way to insert XML documents over a graph
structure. In fact, such representation provides a simple graph structure which
stores documents following their own structures. The most granular representation
doesn’t give any improvement for the implemented primitives, but however it had
been important to provide two different parsing for XML documents. The first
one takes XML documents represented by a DOM documents. The second one,
instead, takes XML documents as String.
The customizable representation defines in its inner other two different representa-
tions, one using the concepts of parsing rules and one which not use such concept.
The parsing rules have been the main concepts to bring out improvement on cus-
tomizable representation. These rules inherit some research concepts, such as the
concept of Structural Summary, and the concept of traversing and querying nodes.
It has been showed by means of some tests that the XML information manager
layer provides the requested primitives. Such primitives have been tested both
with some unit test about the bug, and moreover about the performance.
From the unit bag’s test, it has been showed that the implemented primitives are
totally free of bugs. Such bug’s test have been done by means of junit, which are a
power tools to make test over java class.
From the performance’s test has been achieved several results which declares that
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Conclusion and future works

the customizable representation which use all parsing rules provided gives the best
performance compared to other representations. However, the latter representation
is outperformed on inserting and deleting XML documents by the customizable
representation without parsing rules.
The Neo solution project has been showed that could be compared with some fea-
tures offered by native XML databases. The Neo solution satisfies the native XML
database definition totally. Some features and use cases aresatisfied as well, but
however some difference still divided these two tools. In the future, Neo solu-
tions should be improved implementing a query engine which there is not yet in
the actual implementation. Such query engine, to satisfy the native XML database
definition, should follow a standard query language, such asXQuery or XPath.
Finally, this thesis work has been a really great life experience for me, because I
learned a lot of things working in one of the most advanced country in Europe.
Moreover, such experience has been great also for my personal appearance, in fact
I worked every day with great guys under all kind of aspects.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: Parsing rules

This appendix shows the syntax associated to the defined parsing rules, which are
four, as follows: URIs rules, ResourceType rules, Ignore attribute rules, and Cus-
tom edges rules.
Usually a rule begins with a word defining what type of rule, and it is followed by
a ’:’ and then the rule. The following are the word used to identify the former four
rules.

• URIs rule uses the worduri.

• ResourceType rule uses the wordrt.

• Ignore attribute rule uses the wordia.

• Custom edge uses the wordrel.

All the previous words are always followed by:, in order to have a right formula.
Moreover, two special symbol,! and@, are used to identify that an element name
will follow and that an attribute name will follow respectively.

URIs rules Then a URIs rules have got the following two syntaxes:

• uri:!elementName,!attributeName

• uri:!elementName,!attributeName=

The first syntax generates a Resource’s URI which will store the path,element-
Name.attributeName.attributeValue.
The second syntax, instead, will store only theattributeValue.

ResourceType rules The ResourceType rules have got the following syntax:

• rt:!elementName,resourceTypeName
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Appendix A: Parsing rules

The former formula defines a new ResourceType node, specifiedby the labelre-
sourceTypeName. Such new node is associated to Resource nodes which are rep-
resented by theelementNamebefore the comma.
It’s important noting that only if there is a URIs specified for the elementName,
then there could be a ResourceType rule for the former element.

Ignore attribute rules The ignore attribute rules have got the following syntax:

ia:!elementName@attributeName

The former formula specifies which attribute (labelattributeName) has to be ig-
nored on the graph representation. Obviously, such attribute has to belong to a
specified element (labelelementName) over the XML document.

Custom edge rules The custom edge rules have got the following syntax:

rel:!elementName,!elementName=newEdgeName,direction

The former formula defines a new custom edge. The labelselementNamespecify
the nodes which take part to the new creates edge. After the symbol "=", there has
be specified the custom edge’s name. Finally, after the comma, it could be specified
a direction for the new custom edge. The direction can assumetwo different values,
which are:

• FORWARDS

• BACKWARDS

It’s important noting that or one of the former values is defined on the rule or
neither the comma nor the direction have to be inserted on therule.
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